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Involvement, defined as "an unobservable state of motivation, arousal or interest 
evoked by a particular stimulus or situation (with) consequences of 
searching, information processing, and decision-making” (Rothschild, 1984, p.217), 
is a central concept to media effect studies. Level of involvement is an active 
interaction between an individual and the stimulus. This study examines both 
individual-centered and stimuli-centered involvement levels, with an objective of 
measuring subsequent consumer behavior on information seeking and interest 
stimulation. Different products were selected as stimuli to people with levels of 
involvement. 
Statistical findings reveal that people-centered involvement level does have an 
impact on consumers information seeking and interest stimulation; whereas 
product-centered involvement level does not. Possible reasons are variations of 
personal values, choice of the product advertisements as stimuli, and situational-




One of the goals of media analysis is to comprehend the nature of media power and 
influence in contemporary society. Understanding ways of viewers' reception of 
media message is one of the many possible means of measuring media 
effectiveness. Viewers' cognitive responses to television is not instinct or in-bom. 
Instead, it is a product of culture and experience. It would also be affected by the 
nature of media messages. 
People are exposed to television advertising everyday. Television, as the most 
popular mass medium, is integrated into our daily life. We should not overlook the 
intrinsic ability of television to shape and model viewers' behavior. There is 
therefore a growing number of research on the persuasive power of television 
advertising (Wright, 1974; Resnik & Stem，1977; and Aaker & Bmzzone，1981). 
In particular, the concept of involvement is usually associated with examining the 
effect of television advertising (Mitchell, 1981; Greenward & Leavitt, 1984; Perse, 
1990; and Andrews & Durvasula，1991). Involvement is an important concept to 
illustrate advertisement effects as part of consumer behavior. So studying the 
concept of involvement helps grasp consumers' subsequent attitude and behavior in 
response to the impact of television advertising. 
Laaksonen (1994) considers involvement as a mediating variable, "acting between 
stimulus object and response and depending on both the characteristics of a 
stimulus object and those of a consumer" (p.9). Laaksonen (1994) suggests that 
such analysis consists of the positioning of the concept under investigation in 
relation to its antecedents and consequences as well as to its differences from 
closely related concepts. Based on Laaksonen's argument, the scope of this study 
covers the analysis of specific forms of involvement, that are individual-centered 
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involvement level and stimuli-centered involvement level, and their relationships 
with other concepts that pertain to involvement. 
This thesis focuses on the concept of involvement as a key variable mediating the 
impact of product television advertising. It will specifically highlight both 
individual-centered involvement level and stimuli-centered (product advertisement) 
involvement level and their effects on viewers' information seeking and interest 
stimulation. Information seeking is considered as a consequence of involvement 
while interest stimulation is an antecedent of information seeking. Such a process 
is dynamic and interactive. Other related cognitive concepts, such as attention, 
learning, knowledge increase, media exposure, and eventual desirable 
consequences, purchase intent and action will also be investigated. 
B. Purposes 
1. Understanding of Consumer Behavior 
Opinions have been expressed by psychologists who perceive advertising as a 
source of leaming with cognitive and affective outcomes, and by sociologists who 
suggest the role-modeling effect and impact on social behavior. The scholars 
indicate that television viewers model and leam from advertising message. 
Television commercials are so potent as to affect viewers，cognition and 
perception. It's therefore worth examining television advertising effectiveness on 
consumer behavior. Involvement, as one of the key concepts in consumer behavior, 
is incorporated into this study for the analysis of consumer information seeking and 
interest stimulation concerning television advertising. 
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2. Lack ofComparative Study on Product Advertisement Involvement and 
Individual Involvement 
Many past studies put the emphasis on either advertisement involvement (Bowen & 
Chaffee, 1974; Mitchell, 1981; and Andrews & Durvasula，1991) or individual 
involvement (Gardner, Mitchell, and Russo, 1985; Greenwald, A. G., and Leavitt, 
C., 1984; Kapferer, J., and Laurent, G., 1985/1986; and Zaichkowsky, 1985). Little 
has focused on the relationship of the two. It also lacks compatible studies on 
measuring people involvement with television commercials. As an individual plays 
an important role in interpreting and decoding media message, it is essential to 
understand the concept of involvement from the perspective of persons, instead of 
only stressing on product advertisements. According to Laaksonen (1994), 
involvement is actually an interaction between a person and a stimulus. This 
research is designed to compare and study from both perspectives on individual and 
stimulus (television product advertisements) involvement. 
3. Market Needs 
In face of an ever-changing society, media practitioners have to cope with the 
competitive and vigorous advertising industry in order to gain a market share and 
attract more consumers. Individual consumers have distinctive responses to their 
involved television commercials. Television producers and advertisers have to 
understand viewers' levels of involvement with particular advertising information 
so as to produce relevant text to cater for their needs. Thus, a study on consumer 
involvement can help them create advertisements for specific market segments. 
Other than the creative autonomy producers exercise in the media text, they surely 
have to be aware of audience tastes. It does not mean that a program that appeals to 
the producers would also appeal to viewers. Hence, it is important to know what 
audience prefer to watch in the media. Knowing the audience well, targeting it as 
specifically as possible, and setting realistic goals are highly useful for advertising 
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strategies. Trying to see the issue from audience's points of views definitely 
produces a more convincing message. The success of a commercial is attributed to 
whether the content can really direct and appeal to the viewers. 
Audience perceptions and responses may influence the content. Producers have to 
keep audience's demands in mind whenever initiating ideas and producing media 
text. Cantor & Cantor (1986) suggest that there has never been homogeneous 
television audience. There are differentiated and heterogeneous masses with 
different taste segments who may purchase different kinds of products that suit 
their needs. 
According to Cantor & Cantor (1986)，audience, with a variety of cultural values 
and personal perceptions, shape the program content and even play an influential 
role in determining the types of shows imported for the US and other places. In 
other words, program producers would consider audience's preference to design the 
content. That shows the importance of audience attitudes towards media content. 
An inter-relationship arises between the audience in the heads of the creators and 
the realities of the marketplace to form the content of programming. The concept 
of involvement is therefore useful to measure individuals' preference or interest in 
media text. Specifically, it is noteworthy to understand different perceptions of 
people with high and low involvement towards the commercials with high and low 
involvement. 
C. Reasons For Selecting Television Commercials 
Living in an image-saturated society, people are frequently exposed to television. 
Television plays an important role of shaping our everyday culture. It is also 
powerful to construct meanings in society, to integrate people's attitudes and 
thoughts, as well as to influence general public's beliefs. Television is a persuasive 
shaper of social and attitude formation as it is frequently used to promote product 
and stimulate consumers' purchasing action. It is also regarded as a participant in a 
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family conversation. Television has been called the most potent influence in 
changing habits and modes of life, affecting what we eat, what we wear, what we 
work, and what we play. To generalize, television is an effective and preferable 
channel to study consumer behavior. 
Commercials are a highly condensed form of information which tend to be 
selectively responsive to aspects of surrounding culture. Television commercials 
provide audience with both visual and audio imageries. Specifically, visual image 
as powerful socializer is missed in other forms of channels, such as radio, 
magazine, and newspapers. Viewers would find that television image is 
comparatively more animated and appealing. 
Television commercials can also be considered as a sort of culture or ideology 
being used to promote messages, events, people, or perceptions to potential 
viewers. In such a way, people easily imitate and leam from what is portrayed on 
television. There is a directional flow of message that television instills image in 
audience. 
Commercials are important and indispensable in television. Aaker and Bruzzone 
(1981) and Ray (1973) suggest that commercials are important means to 
discussions of cultural, social, and individual effects of the mass media. Many 
prior studies also reveal that advertising is pervasive and psychologically invasive. 
According to Thorson (1989), "the dimensional complexity of commercials 
guarantees that, regardless of whether one likes, hates, or is indifferent to them, it is 
important to understand what they are and how they affect their audiences"(p.l96). 
Ray (1973) suggests that advertising was an especially good representation ofbasic 
communication variables. "Advertisements are short, are well-produced, are run 
continuously, and have clear-cut audiences and objectives. While much 
communication research is done with rather ponderous or amateurish materials, the 




D. Objectives ofthe Study 
The existing study specifies the concept of involvement into individual 
involvement level (individual-centered) and product commercial involvement level 
(stimuli-centered). It also has its practical value of providing a better understanding 
of market segmentation and guiding advertising strategy. Overall objectives of the 
study are: 
1. To explore any existence of short term effect of television advertising 
2. To measure any advertising perception that can be uniform across both viewers 
and commercials 
3. To inquire into consumer involvement profile to understand consumers' 
perceptions and behavior, in particular information seeking and interest 
stimulation that advertisers and marketers could adjust and devise marketing 
strategies in response to the demand of specific segments 
4. To examine the process and consequences of involvement 
5. To study what constitutes high and low involvement product commercials 
6. To research on the difference between people with high and low involvement 
7. To compare the responses of people with high and low involvement to high 
involvement television commercials and low involvement television 
commercials 
8. To find out whether people with low involvement necessarily react to the 
commercials opposite to what people with high involvement do 
9. To find out underlying viewers' perceptions on advertising 
In general, I aim to research on the effectiveness of short term media power on 
public media consumption and evaluation. Specifically, I examine the relationships 
between the persuasiveness of television advertising and its impact on levels of 
involvement with respect to both perspectives on individuals and stimuli ^>roduct 
commercials). 
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E. Outline ofthis Research Report 
This study is divided into seven chapters: Chapter I [Introduction] is to provide an 
overview ofthe background of the topic and justifications for the study. Chapter II 
[Theoretical Framework] is to offer a thorough account for the concept of 
involvement and trace its theoretical grounds. Chapter III [Methodology] is to 
present the use of methods in the data collection. In Chapter IV [Hypotheses <&： 
Analysis], the established hypotheses and findings are presented. Detailed analysis 
would also be provided for better understanding. In Chapter V [Discussion & 
Implications], key issues will be brought out for further discussions. Suggested 
future studies are in Chapter VI [Suggestions for Future Research]. Chapter VII 
[Limitations of the Study] is to illustrate weaknesses of this research. 
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11. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
A. Shared Themes on Involvement 
Extensive research on perspectives of involvement in various academic domains 
come up with different assumptions and ascribed different connotations. Salmon 
(1986) argues that differences in conceptualization and operationalization account 
for the variations in assumptions of involvement. No unified conceptual or 
methodological approach to the study of involvement exists in either consumer 
behavior and social psychology. However, some common definitions and emphasis 
are shared. Rothschild (1984) develops a commonly recognized definition, 
"Involvement is an unobservable state of motivation, arousal or interest. It is 
evoked by a particular stimulus or situation and has drive properties. Its 
consequences are types of searching, information processing, and decision-making" 
¢).217). Level of involvement is actually an active interaction between an 
individual and the stimulus. 
In the literature, involvement is mostly defined as a characteristic of an individual 
or of a stimulus. Meanwhile, involvement refers to an intensity in which an 
individual devotes himself to the product. According to Laaksonen (1994), 
involvement is the extent of the psychological connection between an individual 
and the stimulus. Thus, any specific perspective on involvement highly depends on 
whether involvement is referred to an individual or the stimuli (product 
commercials). 
B. Statement of the Problem 
Involvement becomes a growing research interest in consumer behavior. Study of 
involvement was initially associated with attitude change. Later, in the 1980s, 




processing, interest, media exposure, and brand evaluation. The concept of 
involvement is usually used to measure the persuasive power of mass media. 
Definition of involvement varies in different disciplines, and even among studies in 
the same field (Salmon, 1986). The discrepant perspectives on involvement are 
presumably because of the shift of emphasis from affective to cognitive variables in 
communication research. Involvement, as a useful concept to understand consumer 
behavior, has different facets and measurement scales. 
1. Situational Involvement 
In advertising research, the dependent measure of involvement with commercials 
could be indexed by situational involvement (Houston & Rothschild，1978; Petty & 
Cacioppo, 1979). According to Houston and Rothschild (1978)，product-related 
stimuli, such as cost, the elapsed time of product consumption, the complexity of a 
product, as well as social psychological stimuli correlate with the level of 
situational involvement (Heshin & Johnson，1992; Houston & Rothschild，1977， 
1978; Sherif& Cantril，1947). 
High situational involvement (Houston and Rothschild, 1978) is conceptually 
defined as a phenomenon that occurs when most or all people who interact within a 
situation, developing a high level of concern for their subsequent behavior in the 
situation. Rothschild (1979) further argues that product salience could evoke high 
situational involvement. Key terms, such as importance, interest, and relevance are 
related to studies of diffusion of information (Gantz et.al.，1976; Genova & 
Greenberg，1979). They all argue that people are more likely to acquire 
information when they have interest in and perceived the importance of advertised 
message. Such an assumption implies a close tie between interest and information 
acquisition. 
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Apart from situational involvement, other researchers also define involvement into 
different facets. According to Heshin & Johnson (1992), roles of two types of prior 
involvement include dispositional involvement and product involvement. 
2. Dispositional Involvement 
Dispositional involvement highlights that an individual is motivated to leam about 
things. An intention to leam is considered as a need for cognition. Cacioppo & 
Petty (1984) defined learning as the tendency to engage in and enjoy effortful 
thinking. 
3. Product/Enduring Involvement 
Product involvement (Kapferer & Laurent，1985; Zaichowsky, 1985, 1987) refers 
to an individual with high involvement in product class, that has been called high 
"enduring" involvement as well. According to Houston and Rothschild (1978), 
enduring involvement is similar to ego-involvement, as proposed by Sherif and his 
colleagues in Social Judgment Theory. Enduring involvement indicates the 
strength of the pre-existing relationship that an individual perceives between 
himself and the advertising product. Two types of connections between the 
individual and the situation are suggested: (1) prior experience referring to past 
consumption that the individual has with the situation and, (2) the strength of 
values to which the situation is relevant. Consistent with other past studies on 
involvement, Sherif & Cantril (1947) and Ostrom & Brock (1968) conceptualize 
involvement as an "enduring drive state, stemming from the product being tied to 
one's ego, central values, or self-concept." 
In this paper, I attempt to seek a larger theoretical framework to accommodate all 
assumptions together, specifically, incorporating individual-centered involvement 
level and stimuli-centered involvement level into the research. 
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C. Individual-Centered Level of Involvement 
Individual-centered approach to involvement accentuates an individual's internal 
mental state aroused by the stimulus. Individual-centered involvement mainly 
refers to an individual's cognitive feelings towards the advertisement. Cognitive 
feelings include attention to the stimulus and ability to recall of message. Instead 
of requiring personal relevance or arousal of central needs as a prerequisite for 
determining the level of involvement, it is about the motivational state of an 
individual. The level of involvement varies from high to low depending upon the 
amount of motivation. Due to individual differences in personality, stage in 
purchase cycle, past experience, etc., each person would have a different level of 
involvement. In general, different situations would evoke different levels of 
involvement to different individuals. Lastovicka (1979) shows that considerable 
heterogeneity exists across consumers within product categories. In other words, 
people vary in levels of personal involvement even to the same stimulus. 
Involvement is extensively considered on the individual level (Cohen, 1983; 
Mitchell, 1981). Involvement, as an internal state variable, is evoked by an external 
stimulus. "This internal state is usually described as either an individual's 
commitment toward or interest in a product or issue" (Salmon, 1986, p.258). 
Andrews and Durvasula (1991) argue that it is essential to first determine if people 
are involved in the message content prior to any interpretation of predictions 
regarding their cognitive and affective responses to the advertisement. Otherwise, 
we do not know whether the involvement level of commercial is attributed to 
individual or stimulus. Thus, this study is designed to combine the effects of 
individual-centered level of involvement and stimuli-centered level of involvement. 
Another potential problem in the involvement study is whether involvement can be 
attributed to a single or more stimuli. Antil (1984) argues that it is often two or 
more stimuli that in combination influence the level of involvement. Thus, the 
level of involvement is not solely determined by a single factor, such as product, 
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individual, or situation. Hence, it's significant to know how people with high or 
low involvement perceive high or low involvement commercials, as well as with 
different product categories. As Antil (1984) notes, "it is the person's 
interpretation of the interaction of the stimuli that determines the level of 
involvement and not the characteristics of the stimuli themselves，，(p.204). 
D. Stimulus-Centered Involvement Level-—High and Low 
Involvement Product Commercials 
Bowen and Chaffee (1974) suggest that stimulus-centered definition of 
involvement relates to individual difference exists in consumer and product 
involvement. Since involvement is a relationship between consumer and product, it 
presumably varies from one consumer to another as well as from one product to 
another ¢).615). 
According to Resnik and Stem (1977)，high involvement commercials includes 
advertisements about public announcement and corporate identity, such as the 
promotion of government policies, social services, and public welfare. They are 
categorized as high involvement because of credible source, massive appeal, and 
the deliver of message content concerning community responsibility or caring for 
society. 
Kapferer and Laurent (1985/1986) also suggest that shopping products and durable 
goods, such as dress, perfumes, champagnes, foundation garments, motors, flat, 
video equipment, potable TV, and washing machines are examples of high 
involvement product commercials. Those products share a similar attribute of high 
value and durability. 
If major differences between high and low involvement commercials lie on cost and 
value, this implies that products with great worth easily, but not absolutely, elicit 
high involvement and concern. Convenience goods which are relatively 
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inexpensive, evoke low involvement. Low involvement product commercials 
include food and beverages, milk powder, battery, dish-washing, pasta, detergent, 
candies, toothpaste, and toys, etc. Cost may be the most apparent characteristic that 
determines product involvement level. 
Instead of classifying high or low involvement based on cost, Rothschild (1979) 
suggests that involvement with a general product class leads to low involvement; 
and involvement with a specific brand within a product class or any particular stand 
on the product leads to high involvement. The literature demonstrates no rigid way 
of classifying stimuli-centered involvement levels. Instead of based on cost 
(Kapferer and Laurent, 1985/1986) and brand class (Rothschild, 1979)，product 
involvement level is actually situation-dependent. 
To sum up, individual-centered involvement refers to an individual involvement 
with television commercials. The emphasis is on people or subjects, not the 
stimulus. While stimuli-centered involvement focuses on stimulus, product 
advertisements themselves. Hence individual involvement mainly refers to 
personal cognitive effect; whereas product commercial involvement is mainly 
determined by its product nature, value, and personal relevance. The focus of 
individual-centered and stimuli-centered involvement level account for, if any, the 
interactive effect between people and stimuli in terms of information seeking and 
interest stimulation. 
E. Dependent Variables 
1. Interest Stimulation 
In consumer involvement research, Salmon (1986) argues that there is a reciprocal 
relationship between media exposure and interest, that means that heightened 
interests lead to greater media exposure which in tum, further increases interest. As 
in persuasive communication, if an individual is interested in a message, he would 
13 
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be more likely to be exposed to it. During the dynamic process of exposure, he 
would pay attention to the message; in tum, he can obtain the knowledge that he 
wants and becomes a better informed individual. In this way, interest is an 
important antecedent of attention to messages. More exposure to the message 
would lead an individual having more interest, and reciprocally more exposure to 
the media. 
Media exposure is causally and functionally related to interest. Such a relationship 
can be applied to political knowledge as well. Atkin, Galloway, and Nayman 
(1976) show that the result pattem of knowledge, interest, and media exposure in 
political communication is actually a mutual reciprocal relationship. “A person's 
basic interest in politics probably leads him to read and watch news about a 
particular campaign; in tum, this exposure arouses his interest which then produces 
more exposure behavior" ¢).237). 
Interest stimulation is therefore an antecedent of involvement. Interest as a 
cognitive arousal is highly associated with personal needs, value, and importance. 
If a person is of interest with an object, he is motivated to seek more information 
subsequently. Thus, it can argue that interest stimulation results in information 
seeking. 
2. Information Seeking 
Derived from interest stimulation, information seeking is regarded as a 
consequence of involvement. As noted earlier, media exposure which exists within 
the process ofinterest stimulation is considered as a process of information seeking. 
Viewers would actively process and interpret the advertised message from different 
sources after exposure to television. The Interest-Exposure and Exposure-
Knowledge spiral effect is interactive. In the process of information seeking, the 
advertised messages cause people to recall of sales message, consume media, serve 
personal relevance, intend to buy, and even take purchasing action. Such an inter-
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relationship between the factors of interest stimulation and information seeking best 
evidence the interactive effect (See Model One for the relationships between 
Interest Stimulation and Information Seeking). 
Model One: Relationship Between Interest Stimulation & Information Seeking 
Interest Stimulation — Media Exposure •> Interest Stimulation 
u 
(attention => increase knowledge => informed) = Information Seeking 
Note: 
The sign o f" ，，means the continuous spiral effect. 
Involvement is a consumer-determined behavior on the one hand; it is an 
interaction between people and objects on the other. The present study examines 
the impact of individual-centered involvement level and stimuli-centered 
involvement level on information seeking and interest stimulation. 
F. Other Concepts Pertaining to Involvement 
Other than interest stimulation and information seeking, this study also probes into 
other concepts relevant to involvement, such as personal relevance, attention, recall, 
purchase intent, and amount ofviewing. 
1. Personal Relevance 
Involvement is defined as an intensity of perceived individual importance or 
interest evoked by a stimulus within a situation. In other words, involvement is 
associated with personal relevance. Engel and Blackwell (1982), Zaichkowsky 




involvement, referring to perceived personal relevance or interest of an object to an 
individual. 
The variable of personal relevance is widely suggested by researchers for 
measurement of involvement. Krugman (1965) first related the concept of personal 
relevance to involvement. He not only introduces the concept of involvement to 
communication studies, he also realizes the cognitive responses of the concept and 
discovers that high or low level of involvement would lead to different orderings 
within the change or leaming process. Such findings evoke subsequent researchers 
from various fields to further study involvement. 
Sherif and Cantril (1947), who initiate Ego-Involvement and Social Judgment 
Theory, defined ego-involved attitudes as those people who regard important 
aspects of their selves. Different from the conceptualization of involvement as 
Ego-Involvement by the Sherif School, Krugman's (1967) cognitive approach 
operationalizes the concept of involvement as personal connections that a viewer 
makes between his own life and the stimuli, commercials. Involvement is therefore 
considered as a cognitive process instead of an affective state. Krugman (1965) 
associates the measure of involvement with advertising, suggesting that 
involvement could be indexed by number of "bridging connections" viewers made 
between the content of viewed material and their personal trials. 
Based on Krugman (1965), Greenwald and Leavitt (1984) also connect personal 
relevance with high involvement. Petty & Cacciopo (1981) reflect that 
involvement is manipulated by making the commercial “relevant，，. Viewers are 
then influenced by the commercials and are motivated to leam from the message. 
Wright (1974)，in his study about media effects on advertising responses, defines 
advertising involvement as receivers' perceptions on the relevancy of the 
advertising content to some pending problem. Likewise, Howard & Sheth (1969) 
refer involvement to personal values and needs. 
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Similarly, Zaichkowsky (1985) defines involvement as "A person's perceived 
relevance of the object based on inherent needs, values, and interests，，. He also 
discovers that factors of product's benefits to the users and product quality would 
influence viewers' level of involvement. This can be explained by the factor of 
personal relevance or needs suggested by Kmgman (1965). 
Similarly, Mitchell (1980) argues that involvement is a consequence of the 
interaction between an individual's goal and a stimulus which are the determinants 
of the direction and level of involvement in restoring and processing information. 
This is consistent with an idea of personal relevance suggested by other researchers 
(Greenwald and Leavitt, 1984; Krugman, 1962，1967; Petty & Cacciopo, 1981; and 
Zaichkowsky, 1985). Ratchford (1987) also shares similar perspective on 
involvement, suggesting that involvement implies attention to an object because of 
its relevance or importance to a person. 
2. Attention 
Once an individual finds a message or product personally relevant, he would pay 
attention to it so as to solicit more knowledge to get informed. Heshin & Johnson 
(1992) suggest that attention to product information is an initial step in a sequence 
leading to leaming about the product. Only if a person pays attention to 
information, he would then try to decode it and then make decision to buy 
afterwards. They also suggest that an individual spends time leaming a product 
simply because they are interested in and are involved with the product. Thus, 
attention and leaming have close ties to each other. It can be concluded that 
attention is one of the steps within leaming process. 
3. Recall 
Once an individual attends to and initiates to leam the information, he would also 
recall of the message. Soldow & Principe (1981) associate level of involvement 
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with recall. They suggest four dimensions of effects of high involvement 
commercials. Viewers will (1) recall more brand names, (2) recall more sales 
message, (3) have more favorable attitudes, (4) are more likely to show an intention 
to buy the product. 
Greenwald and Leavitt (1984) also suggest that people who are highly involved in 
advertising information would retain and retrieve more information when compared 
to people who are less involved. But according to Soldow & Principes’ (1981), 
highly involved people would incline to recall more media message and also to 
show positive intention to purchase. However, critics stated that based on such 
dimensions, researchers are difficult to look for behavioral tendency and do not 
know whether people make actual purchasing decision. 
4. Purchase Intent 
Concerning the dimension of purchasing intent, Howard & Sheth (1969) also 
suggest the importance of purchase for determining level of involvement. But 
critics are concerned that differences in socio-economic standards, political 
ideologies, and advertising philosophies elicit differences in the values consumers 
seek to enact with their purchases (Tse et. al., 1988). Scholars consistently link 
individual involvement level with people's cognitive responses to the advertised 
message, that is their intention to purchase and abilities to recall product 
information. 
5. Amount of Viewing 
It is argued that heavy viewers pay more attention to advertisement than light 
viewers. With regard to the amount of viewing, when an individual is frequently 
exposed to television, he is more likely to recall product information and is actively 
involved with the message. Possible reasons are that, consistent with past studies, 
people become more informed if they have more exposure to the message. As they 
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obtain more knowledge; in tum, they would find easily to retrieve relevant product 
information. Therefore the amount of viewing pertains to attitudes about 
advertising. 
Because there is lack of consensus on the processes underlying variations in 
involvement, the emphasis on audience involvement and its connection of product 
involvement help formulate the theoretical framework of the core concept. The 
findings can be used to anticipate consumers' responses or resulting behavior to 





Data were obtained through experiments. A 2 X 2 factorial design was 
performed in the study with two independent variables, namely People 
Involvement and Television Product Commercial Involvement. Each variable 
has two levels: high and low. Subjects of the study were required to view a 
series of commercials to measure any influence on their Information Seeking 
and Interest Stimulation. They first needed to fill in the pre-test questionnaires 
which supplied information for assigning people to high or low people 
involvement. After the exposure to the experimental treatment consisting of 
high or low product commercial involvement, subjects have to fill in the post-
test questionnaires. 
This experimental design seeks to connect individual involvement with product 
advertisement involvement, measuring consumers information seeking and 
interest stimulation. Comparisons would be made across product categories, 
investigating whether people with different levels of individual involvement 
would perceive the same way across the product commercials with different 
levels of involvement, or react differently due to product-specificity. The 
existing experimental design is also intended to observe people's possible 
subsequent behavioral changes in recall, attitude formation, attention, purchase 
intention, and purchase action in a controlled research setting by varying 
exposure to high and low involvement television commercials. 
An experimental study of communication process mainly deals with the 
possibility of using media for planned persuasion. Rothschild & Ray (1974) 
argue that "the laboratory experimental results are presented, because although 
they may have lower external validity, they provide a more precise test of the 
involvement hypotheses than do the field procedures" (p.272). 
As Ray (1973) argues, experimentation is the most appropriate methodology to 
test this framework. "Respondents must be specifically and differentially 
exposed to communication stimuli with experimental control. Each 
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differentially exposed group would be measured once after exposure and 
comparisons across groups could be made to establish the curve of response for 
the cognitive, affective, and cognative variables" (p.l53). 
A. Sample 
I recruited two classes of undergraduate students at the Chinese University of 
Hong Kong as subjects for the study. They either took the course, 
Communication Research Methods or Public Opinion in the Department of 
Journalism and Communication. Of the 135 subjects, excluding ten of them 
who were absent, 69 participants were from the class of Communication 
Research Methods, while 81 were from the class of Public Opinion, and five of 
them took the both courses. There were 17 males and 118 females in the study. 
B. Overview of the Experimental Design 
The entire experimental design is divided into three stages. Stage I aims at 
measuring people involvement level by administering pre-test questionnaires. 
Stage II is the implementation of experiment in which high or low involvement 
level of product commercials are shown to subjects. Stage III is intended to 
examine subjects' information seeking and interest stimulation by administering 
the post-test questionnaires. With reference to Campbell & Stanley (1963), the 
Pre-test Post-test Experimental Group Design is shown in Table 1 as follows: 
Table 1: Pre-Test Post-Test Experimental Group Design 
Group Individual Involvement Level Product Involvement (Stage III) 
(Stage I) Level (Stage II) 
~~~i ffi^ p R X (High) 0 l 
~ ~ 2 ffigh R X (High) 02 
~~~3 L ^ R X (Low) 03 
~ ~ 4 L ^ R X (Low) 04 
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Notes: 
R means random assignment of subjects into viewing high or low involvement 
product commercials. 
X refers to the treatment. 
0 represents an observation or a measurement. 
1. Stage I: People Involvement Level 
a. Format of Pre-Test Questionnaire 
The pre-test questionnaire consisting of five questions was administered to the 
subjects. The first four questions measure (See Appendix # 1 for the Pre-Test 
Questionnaire): 
Q1. subjects' frequency of media usage on book, broadcasting, 
magazine, television, film, and newspapers 
Q2. subjects’ intensity ofattention to the advertised products on 
media, like street, press, television, broadcasting, and magazine 
Q3. subjects' degree of influence to buy the advertised products 
from media, like street, press, television, broadcasting, and magazine 
Q4. subjects' amount of time watching television on daily basis 
In general, the first and the fourth questions were about media consumption, 
while the second and the third questions were to examine the effectiveness and 
influence of various media commercials on subjects. 
What came last in Question 5 consisted of 12 statements/items (shown as 
follows) that were intended to capture people's perceptions on television 
commercials. Likert-scale items were performed to secure subjects' degree of 
agreement on each statement which measured people involvement level. People 
were assigned to “High，，or “Low，，involvement product commercial groups 
based on the sum scores of these items. 
The 12 Statements in Q. 5 of the Pre-Test Questionnaire: 
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1. The advertising industry would not be so prosperous if there is no 
advertisement in Hong Kong. 
2. Television advertisements are generally interesting and fascinating. 
3. I usually pay attention to the content of television advertisements. 
4. I hate the inclusion of advertisements in between television programs. 
5. I think most of the television advertisements are ridiculous. 
6. I should refer to television advertisements before making a purchase. 
7. Advertising is a waste of social resources. 
8. In general, I can clearly remember the content of television advertisements. 
9. I think television advertisement could provide more useful information than 
news could. 
10. I would compare product attributes from television advertisements. 
11. Advertising is cheating. 
12. I do not believe in advertisement because it only wants me to buy the things 
that I do not need. 
b. Criteria for Determining People Involvement Level 
It is assumed that the particulars of a message or situation evoke an individual 
to be involved. Subjects with high involvement generate significantly greater 
message-oriented thoughts than subjects with low involvement. Mitchell (1979 
& 1981) suggests using involvement, as an individual state of arousal with 
intensity and direction properties is to measure subjects' degree of involvement. 
Involvement is not only viewed as an intensity, but also being directed toward 
any stimulus or condition. Mitchell (1979) refers intensity to the degree of 
interest, arousal, and drive in stimulus or condition. Direction means the actual 
stimulus and condition, or simply the advertising content or message. 
Robertson (1976) and Assael (1981) also discuss that highly involved 
consumers would show brand commitment and attention. 
The measures guiding me to select items for determining people involvement 
level relate to viewers' engagement with the advertised message and their 
general perceptions of television advertising. 
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c. Assignment of Subjects 
All the subjects were requested to fill in the pre-test questionnaire, which was 
used to measure people involvement level, during the lecture under the 
supervision of the Professor and researcher. After compiling all the pre-test 
questionnaires and computing the total scores of the index of people 
involvement level (12 items in Q.5 in the pre-test questionnaire), I categorized 
the personal involvement level of each subject into high or low on the basis of 
the mean (50.05). The maximal range was from 12 to 84. Those respondents 
scored 50.05 or above are high involvement people; whereas those scored below 
are low involvement people (Median = 50，Mode = 46，SD = 6.89，Maximum 
=77，Minimum = 31，Range = 46，Skewness = .566). The number of people 
with high involvement are 71 and the number of people with low involvement 
are 64. 
The high involvement subjects were then randomly assigned into two different 
experimental conditions which applied either high (Group 1) or low 
involvement product commercials (Group 2). The same procedure was applied 
to people with low involvement (Groups 3 and 4). Random assignment of 
subjects into various treatment groups helped minimize the influence of any 
extraneous variables. Table 2 presents the assignment of the four groups of 
subjects. 
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Table 2: Assignment of Subjects into 4 Groups 
Group No. of Individual Product Commercial 
Number Subjects Involvement Level Involvement Level 
~"Group 1 32 m ^ i ffiJi 
Group 2 39 High Low 
Group 3 32 Low High 
Group 4 32 Low Low 
Total No. ofSubjects = 135 
Four groups were involved in the study. Group 1，with high involvement 
people, was exposed to high involvement product commercials. Group 2，with 
high involvement people, was exposed to low involvement product 
commercials. Group 3，with low involvement people, was exposed to high 
involvement product commercials. Group 4，with low involvement people, was 
exposed to low involvement product commercials. 
2. Stage II: Experiments 
a. Implementation of Experiments 
The experiments were administered on April 2, 3，and 4，1997, or one week 
after the pre-test questionnaires. Each participant was required to choose one 
time slot, lasting for around half an hour, to participate in an experiment. 
Because experiments were scheduled out of normal class hours, choices should 
be given to the subjects for their convenience and availability. All experiments 
were held in classrooms, with well-equipped video facilities, on the Chinese 
University ofHong Kong campus. 
b. Stimulus/Experimental Treatment 
A 5-minute tape, representing either ten "high involvement product 
commercials" or ten “low involvement product commercials，，were shown to the 
subjects. Following the viewing, subjects were required to fill in the post-test 
questionnaires. The source of the chosen commercials came from the prime 
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time, from 18:00 to 21:00 on TVB (Television Broadcasting Company) channel, 
Jade. 
Four filler commercials irrelevant to the study were inserted into the sequence. 
Each filler appeared once in a sequence. The first two and last two 
advertisements will be the filler commercials to minimize the effects of primacy 
and recency on the leaming of the messages being studied. The addition of 
fillers could make the serial sound more natural, becoming alike to what we 
usually watch on television. The four filler commercials in high and low 
involvement treatments are the same that are about public advertisements and 
clips of program promotions. 
The choice of product categories was basically derived from prior literature 
(Kapferer & Laurent，1985/1986; Rothschild, 1979). The differentiation ofhigh 
and low involvement product commercials predominantly lies on cost and 
value. Three product categories were chosen in each of the high or low product 
advertisement involvement. The selected low involvement product 
advertisements, including Daily, Hair, and Food & Drink products, are of low 
cost. On the contrary, the high involvement product commercials, including 
Flat, Computer, and Telecom are relatively of high value. The sequence of 
commercials is randomly assigned. Table 3 illustrates the sequence of the two 
series of experimental treatments. 
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Table 3: Sequences ofHigh and Low Involvement Product Commercials 
High Involvement Product Low Involvement Product 
Commercials Commercials 
： ^ —=', ‘ : „ ‘ ',' ‘ , , -, Filler ‘ “ , : 
‘ Filler ~ | “ — , . ~ R f e “ ..- , '...-.., ,. ,-,......-
Product Category Brand Product Category Brand 
— F l a t 湾 ^ ^ 象 園 . Daily Energizer — 
Telecom One-2-Free Daily Cologate 
Computer Hewlett Packward Hair Shampoo 
Flat v ^ 系 奢 “ ^ 我 Daily Cleaning Powder 
Computer (Printer) Epson! Drink Nescafe 
Airline Virgin Food Japanese Cake 
Telecom Nokia Food Campell soup 
Telecom New World Drink Heinekes 
Airline Cathay Pacific Hair Loreal 
- - Drink Cow-Gate 
i l i^ RiS 
H H B H H I ^ H H B i i B B I i i H H B H I H I H B H B 
c. Validity of the Product Involvement Index 
Table 4 shows that the Pearson inter-correlations between the three 
advertisements that make up the "Low Involvement Product Commercials” are 
.649 (Daily and Food & Drink)，.5301 (Daily and Hair), and .6526 (Food & 
Drink and Hair) respectively, all significant at .05 level. Likewise, the Pearson 
inter-correlations between the three advertisements that make up the “High 
Involvement Product Commercials" are .4955 (Computer and Flat), .4494 
(Computer and Telecom), and .6095 (Telecom and Flat) which are also 
significant at .05 level. 
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Table 4: Correlation Between the Three High and 
Three Low Involvement Product Commercials 
Level of Variable Correlation P 
Involvement Label Coefficient (R) 
Low Daily products, .649 < .005 
Food & Drink 
Low Daily products, .5301 < .005 
Hair products 
L ^ Food & Drink, .6526 <.005~~~ 
Hair products 
High Computer, .4955 < .005 
Flat 
High Computer, .4494 <.005~~ 
Telecom products 
High Telecom products, .6095 <.005~~~ 
Flat 
Hierarchical Cluster Analysis was also performed to measure the spatial 
distance between variables, to determine their similarity and dissimilarity, and 
to group related variables together. The Dendrogram, a plotted-line graph to 
illustrate the grouping of homogenous products, clearly indicated that 
advertisements ofDaily, Food & Drink，and Hair products are in a cluster; while 
Flat, Telecom, and Computer product advertisements are in another cluster that 
support my choice of the differentiation of high and low involvement product 
commercials. Because of the high correlation coefficients, we assumed that all 
the three chosen products in each involvement level (high or low) of product 
commercials were with similar attributes. 
Furthermore, Table 5 suggests no statistical significance between any two of the 
three items that measure low involvement product advertisements in an 
individual. When comparing the means of the same subjects (N" = 72) among 
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the three low involvement product commercials，the findings are shown in 
Table 6. 
Table 5: Paired T-Test on Low Involvement Product Commercials 
Product Involvement Level Product Commercials R 2 Tail Sig. 
Low Hair and Food .653 .463 
Low Hair and Daily .53 .628 
Low Daily and Food .649 .776 
Note: Four (items 7，10，12, and 17) out of the 17 items were taken out. 
Table 6: Means ofLow Involvement Product Commercials 
Low Product Commercials Mean 
Food & Drink 44 
Kto 43 
Daily 44 
Table 5 shows no difference in each individual subject who responds to the 
chosen three low involvement product commercials (p > .05). Further evidence 
is shown by means. Table 6 indicates that the means of the three product 
advertisements are very close to each other. These findings suggest that the 
three product commercials chosen to represent low involvement are 
homogenous and consistent. 
Paired t-test, as Table 7 shows, was performed to test whether the difference 
between the means of any two of the high involvement product advertisements 
are statistically significant. Significant difference implies the consistency of the 
chosen three high involvement advertisements. 
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Table 7: Paired T-Test on High Involvement Product Commercials 
Product Involvement Level Product Commercials R 2 Tail Sig. 
High Flat and Telecom M ! ^ 
High Computer and Telecom .449 .211 
High Computer and Flat 4 ^ ^ 
Note: Four (items 7，10，12, 17) out of the 17 items were taken out. 
When comparing the mean scores of the same subjects (N = 64) among the three 
high involvement product commercials, the findings are shown in Table 8. 
Table 8: Means of High Involvement Product Commercials 




3. Stage III: Information Seeking and Interest Stimulation 
a. Assignment of Subjects 
There were two sets of post-test questionnaires; one was designed for the 
subjects who viewed high involvement product commercials (Groups 1 and 3) 
(See Appendix #2), another was for the subjects who viewed low involvement 
product commercials (Groups 2 and 4) (See Appendix #3). Both sets of 
questionnaires fundamentally shared the same type of questions but with 
different product categories. The product categories in the high involvement 
commercials were Flat. Telecom, and Computer: whereas in low involvement 
commercials were Dailv. Food & Drink, and Hair. The choice of these specific 
product commercials in each involvement level was based on cost and value 
according to prior literature. 
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Subjects were required to respond to either one ofthe questionnaires, depending 
upon the researcher's random assignment of what involvement level of product 
commercial they would have exposed to. Random assignment means that the 
two groups (either Groups 1 and 2 or Groups 3 and 4) would have equal amount 
of subjects exposed to high and low involvement product commercials, and thus 
any difference observed between the two groups regarding information seeking 
and interest stimulation are due to different levels of commercial product 
involvement to which they are exposed. 
b. Format of Post-Test Questionnaire 
The post-test questionnaires consisted of three parts. In Part I, the subjects were 
encouraged to take the time to list the brands names and product characteristics 
of the advertisements they have just seen as many as they could. This question 
basically aimed to measure the subjects' ability to recall brand names. 
According to Soldow & Principe (1981)，involvement serves as a screen, 
preventing an interruption from entering awareness. Involvement is perceived as 
a motivational state, retention, and recall ofmessage. 
Part II of the post-test questionnaires asked each subject, either with high or low 
people involvement, to answer 17 seven-point Likert scale questions in each of 
the three (high or low involvement commercials) product categories, with an 
objective to measure consumer information seeking and interest stimulation. 
Part III of the post-test questionnaires chiefly analyzed two key variables, 
namely advertisement attractiveness and personal relevance. Subjects were 
asked to answer how they perceive the degree of attractiveness and personal 
relevance on the listed 20 product advertisements. The 20 commercials were 
chosen on the basis of availability to people. The selected product commercials 
are ofhigh or low involvement. 
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C. Modifications After Pilot Study 
Some modifications were made after conducting a pilot study on 30 students. 
After discussing with the subjects immediately after the test, they provided me 
with fruitful and constructive suggestions to improve the questionnaire format. 
Taking their recommendations under considerations, I decided to make the 
following changes on the questionnaires (See Appendices #4 for the Pre-Test 
Questionnaire, #5 for the Post-Test Questionnaire for subjects viewing high 
involvement product commercials, and #6 for the Post-Test Questionnaire for 
subjects viewing low involvement product commercials). 
1. Taking out the product category of Airline in the questionnaire of high 
involvement product advertisement because the questionnaire would be too 
long; 
2. Combining the product categories of Food and Drink as one in the 
questionnaire of low involvement product advertisements to reduce the 
length of the questionnaire; 
3. Leaving out the original Part II in the pilot study because the questions were 
too clumsy and the subjects might feel bored to answer them all; 
4. Extending the number of questions from ten to 17 in Part II in pre- and post-
test questionnaires to make a more inclusive analysis and measurement on 
dimensions of involvement; 
5. Adding the variable of personal relevance in Part III in both sets of 
questionnaires as it was key concept of involvement; 
6. Using stronger wordings for easy interpretations and better comprehension. 
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D. Index Construction of Independent Variables 
This part is to list out the independent variables in the present study and to 
present the tabulation method of each index. 
1. People Involvement Level 
The index of People Involvement Level is measured by summing up subjects' 
degree of agreement on 12 seven-point Likert scale items in question five of the 
pre-test questionnaire. The 12 items were as follows: 
1. The advertising industry would not be so prosperous if there is no 
advertisement in Hong Kong. 
2. Television advertisements are generally interesting and fascinating. 
3. I usually pay attention to the content of television advertisements. 
4. I hate the inclusion of advertisements in between television programs. 
5. I think most of the television advertisements are ridiculous. 
6. We should refer to television advertisements before purchase. 
7. Advertising is a waste of social resources. 
8. In general, I can clearly remember the content of television advertisements. 
9. I think television advertisement could provide more useful information than 
news. 
10. I would compare product attributes from television advertisements. 
11. Advertising is cheating. 
12. I do not believe in advertisement because it only wants me to buy the things 
that I do not need. 
After running the reliability test, the overall index has a Cronbach's alpha of 
.8514. 
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2. Media Consumption 
The index of media consumption is measured by summing up subjects' 
frequency of media usage on six seven-point Likert scale items. The subjects 
were asked to rank their frequency of usage on six popular mass media, 
including book, broadcasting, magazine, television, film, and newspapers. 
3. Intensity of Attention to Advertised Products in Media 
The index of intensity of attention to advertised products in media was 
determined by summing up subjects，degree of attention to the advertisements 
on five media channels, including street, newspapers, television, broadcasting, 
and magazine on seven-point Likert scales. The overall index has a Cronbach's 
alpha of.7329. 
4. Intensity ofAttention to TV 
The index of the intensity of attention to television is measured by the subjects， 
level of attention to the advertised product on television on a seven-point Likert 
scale. 
5. Influenced to Buy the Advertised Products 
This index is measured by subjects' degree of influence from the five media to 
buy the advertised products on five seven-point Likert scales. The five media 
included street, newspapers, television, broadcasting, and magazine. The 
overall index has a Cronbach's alpha of.8048. 
6. Recall ofBrand Names 
The index of recall of brand names is measured by tabulating the number of 
brand names each individual could remember after viewing the product 
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commercials. Numerical data was collected as one point was given to each 
correct brand name. 
7. Involvement with Daily Product Commercial 
The index of involvement with Daily Product Commercial is measured by 
summing up subjects' level of agreement with 13 seven-point Likert scale 
items. Because of the negative correlation with other items, items 7，10, 12，and 
17 were taken out in Part II of the post-test questionnaire to increase the 
reliability level. The 17 items employed for measurement across the six product 
commercials were: 
1. The advertisement increases my knowledge on the product. 
2. The advertisement helps enhance my purchase desire. 
3. I will refer to the television advertisement before I buy the product. 
4. Advertising stimulates me to search for more information about the product. 
5. I am interested in the content ofthe television commercial. 
6. I have a particular brand preference on the advertised product. 
*7. Advertising actually aims at stimulating consumption. It is unbelievable. 
8. The advertisement makes me consult any report or evaluation on the product. 
9. I am interested in the presentation style of the television advertisement. 
*10. I think any brand has no difference. 
11. I would pay more attention to the product when I come across it in the 
future. 
*12. The content of the advertisement is tedious that cannot leave us with a 
lasting impression. 
13. I would think of the product characteristics in television commercials 
before purchase. 
14. I would exchange the product information with my friends. 
15. I prepare to buy the advertised product. 
16. The advertised product serves my personal needs. 
*17. Be careful of the exaggerated message from advertising. 
Note: * Items that were taken out. 
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The overall index of involvement with Daily product commercials has an 
increased Cronbach's alpha of .8318 from .8114 when the four items (7’ 10，12, 
and 17) were taken out. 
8. Involvement with Hair Product Commercials 
The index of involvement with Hair Product Commercial is measured by 
summing up subjects，level of agreement on 13 seven-point Likert scale items 
(except items 7，10，12, and 17). The overall index of involvement with Hair 
product commercials has an increased Cronbach's alpha of .8916 from .8865 
when the four items were taken out. 
9. Involvement with Food & Drink Product Commercials 
The index of involvement with Food & Drink Product Commercial is measured 
by summing up subjects' level of agreement on 13 seven-point Likert scale 
items (except items 7，10, 12, and 17). The overall index of involvement with 
Food & Drink product commercials has an increased Cronbach's alpha of .8795 
from .8639 when the four items were taken out. 
10. Involvement with Flat Commercials 
The index of involvement with Flat Commercial is measured by summing up 
subjects，level of agreement on 13 seven-point Likert scale items (except items 
7，10, 12, and 17). The overall index of involvement with Flat commercials has 
an increased Cronbach's alpha of .8666 from .7825 when the four items were 
taken out. 
11. Involvement with Computer Product Commercials 
The index of involvement with Computer product commercial is measured by 
summing up subjects' level of agreement on 13 seven-point Likert scale items 
(except items 7，10，12, and 17). The overall index of involvement with 
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Computer product commercials has an increased Cronbach's alpha of .8868 
from .8266 when the four items were taken out. 
12. Involvement with Telecom Product Commercials 
The index of involvement with Telecom Product Commercial is measured by 
summing up subjects' level of agreement on 13 seven-point Likert scale items 
(except items 7，10，12, and 17). The overall index of involvement with 
Telecom product commercials has an increased Cronbach's alpha of .8738 from 
.793 when the four items were taken out. 
13. Involvement with High Involvement Product Commercials 
The index of involvement with high involvement product commercials is 
measured by summing up subjects' level of agreement on 13 seven-point Likert 
scale items (except items 7，10，12, and 17) in Flat. Computer, Telecom 
products commercials. The Cronbach's alpha of the overall index is .9076. 
14. Involvement with Low Involvement Product Commercials 
The index of involvement with low involvement product commercials is 
measured by summing up subjects' level of agreement on 13 seven-point Likert 
scale items (except items 7，10，12, and 17) in Hair, Food & Drink, and Daily 
products commercials. The Cronbach's alpha of the overall index is .8959. 
15. Involvement with Television Commercials 
The index of overall involvement with television commercials is measured by 
computing each of the 13 items (except items 7，10，12, and 17) in three of the 
high or low involvement product commercials. Concerning the tabulation of 
this index, the total score of each item was initially used to perform the 
Reliability Analysis. The Cronbach's alpha is .8829. After four items (7, 10, 
12, 17) were taken out, the alpha became .9147 which was reliable and high 
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enough for further analysis. The criterion for extracting a factor is to interpret 
only the factor with eigenvalue greater than one based on the Principal 
Components. Two dimensions were extracted and explained 48.2 % of the 
variance of the 13 items. The varimax rotation generated the rotated factor 
matrix in Table 9. 
Table 9: Rotated Factor Matrix on 
Involvement with Television Commercials 
Items Factor 1 Factor 2 
1. Knowledge increase .39104 .42720* 
2. Purchase desire .72370* .25351 
3. Refer to ad before purchase .75357* .29913 
4. Information search .61506* .27527 
5. Interest in ad content .33109 .78256* 
6. Brand preference .24253 .42533* 
8. Refer to report or evaluation .46917* .39789 
9. Interest in ad presentation .10510 .86474* 
11. Media exposure .70073* .33034 
13. Think of ad attributes before purchase .67329* .31756 
14. Information exchange .78863* .24898 
15. Prepare to buy the brand .66774* .09892 
16. Personal needs .50080* .31332 
Note: 
Items 7，10，12, and 17 were taken out because of negative correlation. 
* The variables with significant loadings were used to define a factor. 
Principal Axis Factoring (PAF) extracted two factors out of the 13 items. The 
two factors were labeled as Information Seeking and Interest Stimulation that 
are coincidentally same as the independent variables discussed in the theoretical 
arguments. Table 10 presents the classifications of items into the two factors. 
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Table 10: Factor Analysis on Involvement with Television Commercials 
Factor Item Variable Label 
1. Information 2 purchase desire 
Seeking 3 refer to advertisement before purchase 
4 stimulate me to look for more information 
8 evaluation report 
11 media exposure 
13 think of advertisement before purchase 
14 information exchange 
15 prepare to buy 
16 personal need 
2. Interest 1 knowledge increase 
Stimulation 5 interest in advertisement content 
6 brand preference 
9 interest in advertisement presentation style 
The two dependent variables, Information Seeking and Interest Stimulation 
were generated from the Factor Analysis. A series of indices is formed for 
further measurement and investigation. 
E. Index Construction ofDependent Variables 
1. Involvement with Television Commercials in Terms of Information 
Seeking 
The index of information seeking is measured by summing up each of the nine 
items, as listed in Table 9 (Items 2---Purchase desire, 3---Refer to advertisement 
before purchase, 4---Stimulate me to look for more information, 8---Evaluation 
report, 11---Media exposure, 13---Think of advertisement before purchase, 14---
Information exchange, 15---Prepare to buy, and 16---Personal need) in three of 
the high (Telecom, Computer, and Flat) or low (Daily, Food & Drink，and Hair 
Products) involvement product commercials. 
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la. High Involvement Product Commercials m Information Seeking 
The index of high involvement product commercials in information seeking is 
measured by computing the nine items, as listed in Table 9 in the three high 
involvement product commercials, Telecom, Computer, and Flat. The index of 
involvement in information seeking for each individual product commercials 
was also tabulated. 
lb. Low Involvement Product Commercials in Information Seeking 
The index of low involvement product commercials in information seeking is 
measured by computing the nine items, as listed in Table 9 in the three high 
involvement product commercials, Daily, Food & Drink, and Hair products. 
The index of involvement in information seeking for each individual product 
commercials was also tabulated. 
2. Involvement with Television Commercials in Terms of Interest 
Stimulation 
The index of interest stimulation is measured by summing up each of the four 
items, as listed in Table 9 (Items 1---Knowledge increase, 5---Interest in 
advertisement content, 6—Brand preference, and 9-―Interest in advertisement 
presentation style) in three of the high (Telecom, Computer, and Flat) or low 
(Daily, Food & Drink, and Hair Products) involvement product commercials. 
2a. High Involvement Product Commercials in Interest Stimulation 
The index of high involvement product commercials in interest stimulation is 
measured by computing the four items, as listed in Table 9 in the three high 
involvement product commercials, Telecom, Computer, and Flat. The index of 
involvement in interest stimulation for each individual product commercials was 
also tabulated. 
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2b. Low Involvement Product Commercials in Interest Stimulation 
The index of low involvement product commercials in interest stimulation is 
measured by computing the four items, as listed in Table 9 in the three low 
involvement product commercials, Daily, Food & Drink，and Hair products. 
The index of involvement in interest stimulation for each individual product 
commercials was also tabulated. 
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IV. HYPOTHESES & ANALYSIS 
Based upon the prior literature, I proposed eight hypotheses. They were developed 
around perspectives of individual-centered involvement level and stimuli-centered 
involvement level with respect to information seeking and interest stimulation. A 
series of hypotheses compared people with high and low people involvement in 
response to high and low involvement of product commercial. As a lot of 
dimensions embedded in the concept of involvement, understanding them in details 
will help provide significant insights on developing a comprehensive 
conceptualization. 
The statistical findings of the present study are summarized and organized 
according to three levels. They are comparisons of (1) all products. (2) high and 
low involvement product commercials. (3) six individual product commercials and 
(4) each constituent item with respect to Information Seeking and Interest 
Stimulation. The inter-relationships of other dimensions pertaining to the concept 
of involvement would also be investigated. 
A. Main Findings 
1. All Products 
a. Information Seeking 
The index of Information Seeking is measured by summing up nine seven-point 
Likert scale items in three of the high (Flat, Computer, and Telecom) or low 
(Daily, Food & Drink，and Hair) involvement product commercials. As listed in 
Table 9, the nine measurement items are as follows: 
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2. The advertisement helps enhance my purchase desire. 
3. I will refer to the television advertisement before I buy the product. 
4. Advertising stimulates me to search for more information about the product. 
8. The advertisement makes me consult the report or evaluation about the 
product 
11. I would pay more attention to the product when I come across it in the 
future. 
13. I would think of the product characteristics in television commercials 
beforepurchase. 
14. I would exchange the product information with my friends. 
15. I prepare to buy the advertised product. 
16. The advertised product serves my personal needs. 
Table 11 manifests four groups of subjects considering the "People Involvement 
Level，，and the "Product Commercial Involvement Level，，. 
Table 11: Assignment of Subjects 
Group No. of People Product Shown Product 
Number Subjects Involvement Commercial Commercials 
Level Involvement Level 
Group 1 32 Hlght High Flat, Computer, and 
Telecom 
Group 2 39 “ ~ H i g h ~ ^ Low Daily, Food & 
Drink, and Hair 
Group 3 32 Low High Flat, Computer, and 
Telecom 
Group 4 32 Low Low Daily, Food & 
Drink, and Hair 
Total No. ofSubjects = 135 
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One-Way ANOVA was performed. Table 12 indicates that these four groups do 
not differ in the level of information seeking (F = 2.0883，df = 130，n.s.). However, 
test ofLeast Significant Differences (LSD) in the Multiple Range Test at a .05 level 
manifests statistical significant difference between groups 2 and 4. In other words, 
difference only exists between people with high and low people involvement level 
who are all exposed to low involvement product commercials. 
Table 12: Information Seeking 
Source D. F. Sum of Squares Mean Squares F Ratio F Prob. 
Between groups 3 2530.0964 843.3655 2.0883 .105 
Within groups 127 51288.8959 403.8496 
Total 130 53818.9924 
Table 13 presents that the higher the mean, the more likely to seek more 
information. Concerning the tabulation of the mean on Information Seeking by 
People Involvement level (high or low) and Product Commercial Involvement 
Level (high or low), nine seven-point Likert scale items of the three products of 
each product commercials involvement level (high and low) were summed up. The 
range of the mean should be from 21 to 189. 
Table 13: Comparisons of Means on Information Seeking 
Group People Product Commercial No. of Mean 
Involvement Level Involvement level Subjects 
1 High High 32 81.8438 
2 High Low 38 88.1842 
3 Low - High 30 76.3667 
4 Low Low 31 80 
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In general, Hypotheses 1 to 4 scrutinize the existence of any significant relationship 
between (a) stimuli-centered involvement level (high and low) as well as (b) 
individual-centered involvement level (high and low) and Information Seeking. 
Hypothesis 1: 
Among people with high involvement those who viewed high involvement 
product commercials (Group 1) are likely to seek more information than those 
who viewed low involvement product commercials (Group 2). 
Comparing the means among people with high involvement, those who viewed 
high involvement product commercials (Group 1) (81.8438) do not tend to seek 
more information than those who viewed low involvement product commercials 
(Group 2) (88.1842). Hypothesis 1 therefore fails to be confirmed. 
Hypothesis 2: 
Among people with low involvement, those who viewed high involvement product 
commercials (Group 3) are likely to seek more information than those who 
viewed low involvement product commercials (Group 4). 
Again, among people with low involvement, those who viewed high involvement 
product commercials (Group 3) (76.3667) also do not seek more information than 
those who viewed low involvement product commercials (Group 4) (80). 
Statistical findings reveal that stimuli-centered involvement level has no effect on 
information seeking. It can also be concluded that no short term media effect. 
Thus, Hypothesis 2 fails to be confirmed. 
Hypothesis 3: 
Among those viewing high involvement product commercials, people with high 
involvement (Group 1) are likely to seek more information than people with low 
involvement (Group 3). 
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However, when compared the means among those subjects who viewed high 
involvement product commercials to people with high and low involvement, they 
do not have statistical significant difference. Hence, Hypothesis 3 fails to be 
supported although among those viewing high involvement product commercials, 
the mean of people with high involvement (Group 1) in response to information 
seeking is 81.8438 when compared to 76.3667 of people with low involvement 
(Group 3). 
Hypothesis 4: 
Among those viewing low involvement product commercials, people with high 
involvement (Group 2) are likely to seek more information than people with low 
involvement (Group 4), 
Hypothesis 4 is also rejected as no statistical significant difference exists between 
the two groups, although they do have mean difference. Among those subjects 
who viewed low involvement product commercials, the mean of people with high 
involvement is 88.1842 (Group 2) when compared to 80 of people with low 
involvement (Group4). 
b, Interest Stimulation 
The index of Interest Stimulation is measured by tabulating the total scores of four 
seven-point Likert scale items in three of the high (Flat, Computer, and Telecom) w 
low (Daily, Food & Drink, and Hair) involvement product commercials. The 
four measurement items are: 
1. The advertisement increases my knowledge on the product. 
5. I am interested in the content of the television commercial. 
6. I have a particular brand preference on the advertised product. 
9. I am interested in the presentation style of the television advertisement. 
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Table 14 demonstrates One-Way ANOVA on Interest Stimulation by Individual 
Involvement level (high or low) and Product Commercial Involvement Level (high 
or low) (F = 4.2831, d f= 132, p < .05) (See Table 11 for the assignment ofthe four 
groups of subjects). 
Table 14: Interest Stimulation 
Source D. F. Sum of Squares Mean Squares F Ratio F Prob. 
Between groups 3 1116.2646 372.0882 4.2831 .0064* 
Within groups 129 11206.7278 86.8739 
Total 132 12322.9925 
Table 15 presents that the higher the mean, the more likely to stimulate more 
interest. Concerning the tabulation of the mean on Interest Stimulation by People 
Involvement level (high or low) and Product Commercial Involvement Level (high 
or low), four seven-point Likert scale items of the three products of each product 
commercials involvement level (high and low) were summed up. The range of the 
mean should be from 12 to 84. 
Table 15: Comparisons of Means on Interest Stimulation 
Group Individual Product Ad No. of Mean 
Involvement Level Involvement level Subjects 
1 High High 31 43.8710 
2 High Low 39 49.4359 
3 Low High 32 42.4063 
4 Low Low 31 43.2581 
Hypotheses 5 to 8 inquire into any association between (a) stimuli-centered 
involvement level (high and low) as well as (b) individual-centered involvement 
level (high and low) and resulting consequences, Interest Stimulation. 
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Hypothesis 5: 
Among people with high involvement those who viewed high involvement 
product commercials (Group 1) are more likely to stimulate a higher level of 
interest than those who viewed low involvement product commercials (Group 2), 
The LSD test with a .05 significant level discloses no difference among people 
with high involvement in viewing high (Group 1) (mean = 43.8710) and low 
involvement product commercials (Group 2) (mean = 49.4359). Hypothesis 5 is 
therefore rejected. 
Hypothesis 6: 
Among people with low involvement those who viewed high involvement product 
commercials (Group 3) are more likely to stimulate a higher level of interest 
than those who viewed low involvement product commercials (Group 4), 
Hypothesis 6 is also rejected as the mean among people with low involvement, 
those who viewed low involvement product commercials (Group 3) (43.2581) is 
even greater than those who viewed high involvement product commercials (Group 
4) (42.4063) which was contrary to what was hypothesized. The findings prove 
that, same as what was discovered in Information Seeking, there is no impact of 
stimuli-centered involvement level on Interest Stimulation. 
Hypothesis 7: 
Among those viewing high involvement product commercials, people with high 
involvement (Group 1) are more likely to stimulate a higher level of interest than 
people with low involvement (Group 3), 
As hypothesized, people with high involvement (Group 1) (mean = 43.8710) do not 
show more interest than people with low involvement (Group 3) (mean = 42.4063) 
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after viewing high involvement product commercials. Hence, Hypothesis 7 cannot 
be confirmed. 
Hypothesis 8: 
Among those viewing low involvement product commercials, people with high 
involvement (Group 2) are likely to stimulate a higher level of interest than 
people with low involvement (Group 4), 
Hypothesis 8 can be confirmed as the LSD test reveals statistical difference 
between people with high involvement (Group 2) (mean = 49.4359) and people 
with low involvement (Group 4) (mean = 43.2581) in viewing low involvement 
product commercials. Based on the findings, individual-centered involvement level 
is a predictor ofInterest Stimulation. 
As the index of overall Information Seeking and Interest Stimulation was measured 
by totaling the sum of scores across the six product advertisements, it would be 
noteworthy to decompose the index into high and low involvement product 
commercials as well as six product commercials separately to secure a more in-
depth analysis and diverse insights on the concepts. 
2. Comparisons Between People Involvement Level and High/Low 
Involvement Product Commercials 
fl. Information Seeking 
To measure any association of people involvement level with high and low 
involvement product commercials respectively, independent samples t-test were 
performed. 
i. High Involvement Product Commercials 
The statistical findings reveal no relationship between people with high and low 
involvement in the three high involvement product commercials (the sum of 13 
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seven-point Likert scale statements of Flat, Computer, and Telecom 
advertisements) in terms of information seeking (df = 60，t-value = .96, mean 
difference = 5.4771, n.s.). Further analysis and explanation are needed to justify 
the reasons for the insignificant difference between highly and low involved people 
in high involvement product commercials. 
ii. Low Involvement Product Commercials 
Again, independent sample t-test was performed to test any significant difference 
between highly and low involved people in the three low involvement product 
commercials (the sum of 13 seven-point Likert scale statements of Daily, Food & 
Drink, and Hair product advertisements). No statistical significant difference was 
disclosed in information seeking (df = 67，t-value =1.49，mean difference = 6.5144, 
n.s.). 
b, Interest Stimulation 
i. High Involvement Product Commercials 
The statistical findings of the independent samples t-test reveal no relationship 
between highly and low involved people in the three high involvement product 
commercials (the sum of 13 seven-point Likert scale statements of Flat, Computer, 
and Telecom advertisements) in terms of interest stimulation (df = 61, t-value = 
.76，mean difference = 1.4647，n.s.). 
ii. Low Involvement Product Commercials 
Statistical significant difference was disclosed in low involvement product 
commercials in interest stimulation between people with high (mean = 49.3684) 
and low involvement (mean = 43.9355) (df = 67，t-value =2.11，mean difference 二 
5.4329，p < .05). In other words, individual involvement level is a facilitating 
factor for contributing to consumer interest stimulation, but not in information 
seeking. 
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3. Comparisons Between People Involvement level and 6 Individual 
Products 
To further decompose high involvement product commercials into three individual 
products and low involvement product commercials into another three individual 
products, independent samples t-tests were utilized. 
fl. Information Seeking 
Consistent with prior findings, no difference was found between people with high 
and low involvement in information seeking in all the six product commercials, 
including Telecom (df = 61, t-value = 1.23，mean difference = 2.626，n.s.), 
Computer (df= 61，t-value = 1.08, mean difference = 2.2581, n.s.), Flat (df= 62，t-
value = .12, mean difference = .2813, n.s.), Daily products (df= 69，t-value = .82， 
mean difference = 1.2027, n.s.), Hair products (df = 68，t-value = 1.27, mean 
difference = 2.3275, n.s.), and Food & Drink (df = 68，t-value = 1.79，mean 
difference = 3.1086, n.s.). 
b. Interest Stimulation 
With regard to interest stimulation, independent samples t-tests only manifest 
significant difference in Food & Drink between highly and low involved people (df 
二 68，t-value = 2.75, mean difference = 2.6394, p < .05), but not in other five 
product commercials, including Telecom (df= 61，t-value = .58，mean difference 
=5091, n.s.), Computer (df= 62, t-value = .92, mean difference = .8438, n.s.), Flat 
(df= 62, t-value = .1，mean difference = .0938, n.s.), Daily products (df = 68，t-
value = 1.49，mean difference = 1.5329，n.s.), and Hair products (df = 69，t-value = 
1.15，mean difference = 1.121, n.s.). 
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4. Comparisons Among Constituents Items 
Independent sample t-tests were performed to measure (a) among those who 
viewed high involvement product commercials, the difference between people with 
high and low involvement as well as (b) among those who viewed low 
involvement product commercials, the difference between people with high and 
low involvement in Information Seeking and Interest Stimulation. 
fl. Among those Viewing High Involvement Product Commercials 
Among those who viewed high involvement product commercials, the difference 
between people with high (Group 1) and low involvement level (Group 2) in each 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































b, Among those Viewing Low Involvement Product Commercials 
The difference between people with high (Group 3) and low involvement (Group 4) 
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B. Summary ofMain Findings 
Table 18 illustrates brief conclusions of the main hypotheses. 
Table 18: Conclusions ofthe Main Hypotheses 
1 Among people with high involvement, those who viewed high Rejected 
involvement product commercials are likely to seek more information 
than those who viewed low involvement product commercials. 
2 Among people with low involvement, those who viewed high Rejected 
involvement product commercials are likely to seek more information 
than those who viewed low involvement product commercials. 
3 Among those viewing high involvement product commercials, people Rejected 
with high involvement are likely to seek more information than 
people with low involvement. 
4 Among those viewing low involvement product commercials, people Rejected 
with high involvement are likely to seek more information than 
people with low involvement. 
5 Among people with high involvement, those who viewed high Rejected 
involvement product commercials are likely to stimulate more 
interest than those who viewed low involvement product 
commercials. 
6 Among people with low involvement, those who viewed high Rejected 
involvement product commercials are likely to stimulate more 
interest than those who viewed low involvement product 
commercials. 
7 Among those viewing high involvement product commercials, people Rejected 
with high involvement are likely to stimulate more interest than 
people with low involvement. 
8 Among those viewing low involvement product commercials, people Confirmed 
with high involvement are likely to stimulate more interest than 
people with low involvement. 
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C, Further Analysis on Relationships Between People Involvement 
Level and Information Seeking & Interest Stimulation 
Based on the findings of present study we have discussed, individual-centered 
involvement level, to a certain extent, contributes to reinforcing interest stimulation 
and information seeking. It is expected that people with high involvement would 
seek more information and stimulate more interest than people with low 
involvement. Personal involvement level is an important indicator for determining 
subsequent consumer behavior. Past studies argue that it is an individual's personal 
interpretation of the stimulus that determines his level of involvement. 
To further explain the impact of interest stimulation and information seeking on 
determining individual involvement level, Discriminant Analysis, as shown in 
Table 19，was performed. Dependent variables of information seeking and interest 
stimulation are expected to have influence on the people involvement level which is 
categorized into high and low. I assume that people with high involvement seek 
more information and show more interest in television commercials than people 
with low involvement. Table 19 presents statistical significant difference on the 
joint effect of the two variables (df= 2, chi-square = 7.374，p < .05). 
Table 19: Discriminant Analysis on Information Seeking and Interest 
Stimulation by Individual Involvement Level 
Wilks' Lambda chi-square df Sig 
.943155 7.374 2 .025 
To measure which one of the two variables exerts greater influence on individual 
involvement level, Discriminant Analysis with Stepwise Variable Selection was 
performed. Table 20 presents that interest stimulation was in the equation (df = 1, 
chi-square = 7.117, p < .05). Therefore, only interest stimulation is already enough 
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to explain most of the variances, biformation seeking has minimal effect on 
individual involvement level probably due to overlapping impact. 
Table 20: Statistics ofDiscriminant Analysis with Stepwise Variable Selection 
Wilks' Lambda chi-square df Sig 
.945291 7.117 1 .0076 
Highly consistent with prior studies, information seeking and interest stimulation 
are predictors to people involvement level. People with high involvement 
definitely tend to seek more information and show more interest when compared to 
people with low involvement. 
D. Other Concepts Pertaining to the Concept of Involvement 
Findings obviously manifest that the joint effect of Information Seeking and 
Interest Stimulation are predictors to individual involvement level. Besides, it is 
noteworthy to explore the inter-relationships of other dimensions in relation to 
involvement, such as media consumption, attention, and purchase intent which 
were measured in the questionnaires. It is of high significance to examine the 
underlying connections among these concepts and their relevance with 
involvement. 
As noted earlier, individual-centered involvement level is an essential factor for 
anticipating consumer behavior. It is also a contributing variable for predicting 
people's attention and degree of influence to purchase the advertised products. 
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1. Attention, Purchase Intent, and Media Consumption 
To compare the means of subjects responses on the key concepts of involvement, 
like attention, influence to make purchase decision, and media consumption, 
interesting findings are revealed. 
a. Attention to the Advertised Products in the Media 
Seven-point Likert scales were used to measure the degree of attention to the 
advertised products in five different mass media. Comparing the means among the 
five most popular mass media, including advertisements on broadcasting (3.304)， 
magazine (4.637)，newspapers (4.17)，street (3.474)，and television (5.489), results 
obviously show that subjects pay more attention to television advertisements than 
the other four channels. The broadcasting advertisements receive the least attention 
from people. 
In line with what was suggested from the literature, television advertising is the 
most potent mass medium to capture viewers' attention and influence them to 
purchase products. Results obviously show that subjects pay more attention to 
television advertisements than broadcasting, magazine, newspapers, and street. The 
broadcasting advertisements receive the least attention from people. 
b. Influence to Buy the Advertised Products 
Concerning the impact of mass medium on persuasion and purchase decision, 
television advertisements (mean = 4.422) is still the most popular channel to 
influence people to buy the advertised goods. In other words, television is the most 
effective and influential means to promote products when compared to other 
channels, such as broadcasting (2.748)，magazine (4.052), newspapers (3.348)，and 
street (2.252). 
Concerning the impact of mass medium on persuasion and purchase decision, 
television advertisement is still the most popular channel to influence people to buy 
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the advertised goods. In other words, television is the most effective and influential 
means to promote products when compared to other channels. 
c. Media Consumption 
With regard to media consumption, people usually use newspapers (mean = 5.556) 
most frequently when compared to book (4.615), broadcasting (3.956), film 
(3.904)，magazine (4.652), and television (5.319). 
Psychological concepts of attention, influence to buy the advertised products, and 
recall of sales messages provide useful frameworks for analysis of involvement. 
Statistics were utilized to further relate the dimensions associating with 
involvement to individual-centered involvement level. 
2. Degree ofAttention to TV Commercials and Individual Involvement level 
Independent samples t-test was performed to measure any difference in attention to 
television commercials between highly and low involved individuals. Statistical 
results indicate that they do have difference in the degree of attention to television 
commercials (df = 133, t-value = 3.14，mean difference = .5434，p < .005). Highly 
involved people (mean = 5.7465) are more likely to pay more attention to television 
commercials than low involved people (mean = 5.2031). 
To inquire into the item of attention more specifically, chi square was performed to 
measure any association between people with different degree of attention to TV 
advertisements and their personal involvement level. The statistics indicate a 
strong relationship (df= 2, Gamma = .39166，p < .005). 
Findings disclose that attention is a contributing factor for identifying people with 
high or low involvement. Individuals do differ in the degree of attention on 
television commercials. Attention, as a cognitive activity, can be defined by a 
person's interest in the message, and his willingness to study the text. Viewers tend 
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to pay attention to appealing visual image instead of the functionality and 
usefulness of the product itself. Hence, marketers should consider to research on 
ways to enhance the effectiveness of advertisements to help promote goods. 
Statistics also manifest that attention is the most effective and reliable factor to 
explain involvement with television commercials. In this sense, attention can 
account for why people involved with advertising message. 
3 Influenced to Buy Products and Individual Involvement Level 
Statistics in independent samples t-test suggest that people with high involvement 
are more likely to be influenced by TV commercials to buy products than people 
with low involvement (df = 133，t-value =2.4，mean difference = .5354, p < .05). 
The higher the mean, the more influenced from television. The mean of highly 
involved people is 4.6761; when compared to 4.1406 oflow involved people. 
4. Recall of Brand Names and Individual Involvement Level 
Independent samples t-test manifests no significant difference between highly 
(mean = 3.5915) and low involved people (mean = 3.3281) in their abilities of 
recalling of brand names (df = 133，t-value = 87, mean difference = .2634，p > .05, 
n.s.). In contrast with prior studies, people with high involvement do not make any 
difference in recalling of product information than people with low involvement. It 
is worth further examining what factor contributes to such a difference. 
5. Interest, Media Exposure, Information Search, Knowledge Increase and 
Information Exchange 
Past studies suggest that interest, resulting in salience affects information 
processing. A close link exists between interest in or salience of a stimulus and 
increased media exposure. Gantz, Trenholm, and Pittman (1976) expect that 
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salience would lead to an active or passive reception of more product messages. 
People to whom an event is salient are more likely to utilize available information 
channel. In other words, they look for more information from media. Ifthe viewer 
finds the information salient, he would show interest and seek information to know 
more. The person would also interact with others to exchange information, 
probably aiming to build up self-confidence and relationship. 
To generalize, there is a spiral effect that people who are interested in advertised 
message would be exposed to the message to seek more relevant information. In 
tum, they exchange what they have gained with others so as to acquire more 
information. Reciprocally, when they become more informed of the product 
message, they are more involved with and show more interest in the products. 
Specifically, inter-relationships among the concepts pertinent to involvement, such 
as attention, media exposure, information acquisition, interest, information 
exchange, and knowledge increase, were also discussed. 
Pearson Correlation Coefficients were performed to measure any difference in these 
key concepts of involvement. Results indicate that people of higher interest in 
advertisement would increase media exposure (R = .3648，N = 134，p < .001), in 
retum to seek more information (R = 5665, N = 135, p < .001). When they become 
more informed, they would tend to exchange information with others (R = .6006, N 
=134,p<.001). 
Each facet of involvement has various aspects of consumer behavior. It is 
concluded that one single antecedent of involvement cannot explain extensive 
consumer multi-behavioural consequences. We have to regard the multi-
dimensions of involvement profile in consumer behavior. As involvement alone 
could not explain consumer behavior, the mediating variables, media exposure, 
information exchange, and knowledge increase could help seek a comprehensive 
picture on the entire concept. 
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Based upon the present analysis, the mediating variables of the concept of 
involvement formulate a spiral effect. An individual is interested in an advertising 
message, he would be exposed to it more and pay more attention. In tum, he could 
secure more information. With the increase of knowledge, the person would be 
more involved in and have more interest in the message. Such an Interest-Exposure 
and Exposure-Interest circular effect is illustrated in Model One presented in 
previous chapter. Apparently, interest is the initial step within the entire process as 
followed by media exposure. Attention, knowledge increase, and getting informed 
are subsequent elements of media exposure that is also regarded as a form of 
information seeking. Related concepts to involvement like, interest, media 
consumption, attention, knowledge increase, and information exchange as pointed 
out in previous chapter are useful dimensions that are intertwined with each other to 
anticipate "People Involvement Level". Media practitioners, specifically 
advertisers should firstly understand personal involvement level of their segmented 
targeted market so as to produce relevant media message. 
The concept of involvement embraces a lot of constructs that are dependent on each 
other to elicit interactive effect. Aiming at securing a more thorough, coherent, and 
integrative analysis on involvement, we have to understand the inter-relationships 
of the embedded dimensions. Interesting findings could be derived from the 
comparisons of consumers purchase desire and purchase action on concepts like 
attention，ability ofrecall, and personal need. 
6. Comparisons ofConsumers Purchase Desire and Purchase Action 
Interesting findings could be derived from the comparisons of consumers purchase 




Pearson Correlation Coefficient exhibits that consumers' attention to the media is 
highly correlated with purchase desire (R = .2695, N = 135, p < .005) but not 
correlated with purchase action (R = .1353, N = 134，n.s.). The findings clearly 
reveal a possible trend that although consumers pay attention to media message, it 
is easy to have attitude change rather than behavioral change. 
b. Recall 
Pearson Correlation Coefficient shows no association between ability of recall and 
purchase intent (R = .1321, N = 135, n.s.) as well as purchase action ( R = .1353, N 
=134，n.s.). As a cognitive activity, people who could recall more media message 
neither have attitude change nor behavioral change. 
c. Personal Need 
Pearson Correlation Coefficient was performed to prove that people are more likely 
to have purchase intent (R = .4184，N = 134，p < .0001) and to have purchase action 
if the advertised products could serve their needs (R = .5768, N = 133，p < .0001). 
In general, involvement is conceptualized as an important variable for the study of 
advertising communication. The existing study has its theoretical significance of 
specifying the involvement profile into people involvement level (individual-
centered) and product commercial involvement level (stimuli-centered). It also has 
its practical value of providing an understanding of market segmentation and 
guiding advertising strategy. 
Practically, understanding consumer involvement with product helps people know 
more about the relationships of consumer to product, to devise market 
segmentation, to adjust marketing choice and advertising strategy. It would be 
interesting to find out whether level of involvement is a determinant of commercial 
effectiveness. The importance of the concept of involvement in communication 
research or more specifically, in consumer behavioral study is its role in inspiring 
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interest and regulating the nature and amount of information that individuals 
process. It is suggested that advertisers should identify target audience and more 
importantly, discem people involvement level before devising advertising tactics. 
Level of involvement enables them to understand consumers' personal needs, 
background, and relevance. 
Overall findings of the existing study disclose that involvement at an individual 
level is a reliable and effective predictor of consumers information seeking and 
interest stimulation. To generalize, the existing study implies the importance of 
People Involvement Level as well as involvement is both people and situation-
specific. 
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V. DISCUSSION & IMPLICATIONS 
Due to the semantic confusion of the concept of involvement, there is no 
methodological, conceptual, or operational consensus on studying involvement 
in consumer behavioral research and persuasive communication. It is difficult 
to devise a commonly recognized definition of involvement. Researchers may 
find discouraging as they have to develop different measures for studies with 
different emphasis. However, the concept of involvement is undoubtedly a 
popular topic for the study of consumer behavior and advertising. Involvement 
studies provide us with an understanding of why consumers behave in certain 
ways. 
A. What is High Involvement? 
According to prior studies, involvement refers to pre-existing motivational 
aspects of either an individual or an object. No matter whether the emphasis is 
placed on people or objects, involvement, as a dynamic process, is still regarded 
as an interaction between an individual and a stimulus. 
It is generally agreed that high involvement represents personal relevance or 
importance. Personal relevance, as an antecedent of involvement, refers to the 
information that viewers need to know, such as product benefits to users and 
product quality, that is whatever is related to personal trials. There is an 
underlying assumption that whatever is personally relevant will be considered 
as salient and whatever is salient will also stimulate interest that ultimately leads 
to information processing. 
In high involvement situation, people become amused, process stimuli 
attentively and systematically, and generate more thoughts (Houston & 
Rothschild, 1978; Chaiken, 1980; and Perloff and Brock, 1980). High 
involvement consumers would be more interested in seeking for information 
about the product than low involvement consumers. In general, high 
involvement is viewed as an activated situation to have information acquisition, 
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decision making, and problem solving for the definitions of the concept across a 
variety of studies. 
Based upon prior literature, the characteristics of people with high involvement 
are in a state of activation. The higher activation level toward a specific 
advertising message, the more likely to comprehend and retrieve information, 
and the more likely to engage in greater elaboration of the message. Attention 
to the product is to be focused inward. With a single-minded purpose and 
highly concentrated mind, people with high involvement are more likely to 
devote a substantial proportion of attention and information processing to an 
object than people with low involvement. 
B. Variations of Personal Value and Product Advertisements 
The current study analyses television advertising effect at both levels of people 
involvement and product advertisement involvement. There is a huge literature 
on advertising that supports the intuitive assumption that the impact of a 
commercial varies with the exposure of different segments of consumers. The 
findings of this study also verify that personal values are fundamental basis of 
attitude formation and behavioral change. 
Conclusions are derived from the developed framework that synthesizes 
assumptions of involvement. The empirical findings partially substantiate the 
theoretical argument that People Involvement Level influences Information 
Seeking and Interest Stimulation. But there seems to be little evidence that 
Product Commercial Involvement Level has effect on Information Seeking and 
Interest Stimulation. 
In the present study, most of the hypotheses failed to be supported. A possible 
reason is that different people with different values, needs, and background react 
to media, specifically information seeking and interest stimulation in different 
ways. In line with the theoretical grounds developed by Lastovicka (1979), 
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considerable heterogeneity exists across consumers within product categories. 
Because of the variation of personal wants and product commercial/stimulus, 
individuals have various responses and cognitive activities. Involvement is not 
only people-dependent, but situational specific. 
C. Importance of Individual-Centered Involvement Level 
To explain the relatively weak correlation between people with high and low 
involvement in levels of product commercials they are exposed to, it should be 
noted that product commercial involvement level varies with individuals. Not 
all individuals would be “highly involved” with "high" involvement product 
commercials determined by cost. Cost may not be synonymous with a high 
involvement product. A person finds a product expensive doesn't mean that 
another person also perceives it as expensive too. If cost is beyond reach, the 
product may be viewed as “irrelevant” rather than "high involvement，，. Such is 
the case with some of the products selected as stimuli in the present experiment. 
A flat, for example, may be seen as "irrelevant" to the undergraduate « 
population. 
Apparently, the findings reveal that product value may not be an effective way 
of differentiation of product commercial involvement level. Commercials with 
low involvement are not necessarily only confined to low-priced consumer 
products. As noted, "Product Commercial Involvement Level" has minimal 
effect on people's information seeking and interest stimulation. Individual 
difference in perceiving the involvement level of product commercial becomes 
an important consideration in devising advertising tactics. We realize that 
personal relevance or need is a more inclusive concept to determine product 
commercial involvement level. 
In the post-test questionnaire (Section HI, question 1), the subjects were asked to 
rank the level of perceived relevance of a variety of products. Their answers 
were aggregated across 20 product commercials; based on these aggregate 
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scores, the subjects were classified into the ‘‘high” and ‘‘low” groups on the 
dimension of personal relevance. Since personal relevance may pit against cost 
as a better operational definition of product involvement level, secondary 
analysis was performed. Table 13 exhibits a comparison of means on 
biformation Seeking among the four groups of subjects according to (a) two 
levels of people involvement and (b) two levels of cost-based product 
involvement. Likewise, Table 15 shows a comparison of means on Merest 
Stimulation among the four groups. I now introduce the level of product 
relevance to this analysis. Table 21 sums up a comparison of means of people, 
cost-based, and personal relevance-based involvement levels on Liformation 
Seeking. 
Table 21: A Comparison of Means of People, Cost-Based, and Personal 
Relevance-Based Involvement Levels on Information Seeking 
Group People Mean Product Mean Product Mean 
Involvement commercial commercial 
Level involvement involvement 
level based level based on 
on cost personal 
relevance 
"""1 H 84.9571 H 81.8438 H 76.7778 
L 88.3571 
~~~2 H L 88.1842 H 88.6875 
L 86.7727 
~~3 L 78.7541 H 76.3667 H 75.8889 
L 77.0833 
~ 4 L L ^ H 78.4286 
L 81.8333 
Table 21 obviously shows unsystematic difference between the high and low 
level ofpersonal relevance in each of the four group (Groups 1 to 4) as the mean 
ofthe high level personal relevance is greater than those oflow level in Group 2 
only, but not in the other three groups. Hence, personal relevance may not be 
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more reliable than cost to predict the impact of product commercial involvement 
level on Information Seeking. 
Table 22 presents a comparison of means of people, cost-based, and personal 
relevance-based involvement levels on Interest Stimulation. 
Table 22: A Comparison of Means of People, Cost-Based, and Personal 
Relevance-Based Involvement Levels on Interest Stimulation 
Group People Mean Product Mean Product Mean 
Involvemen commercial commercial 
t Level involvement involvement 
level based level based on 
on cost personal 
relevance 
~ i H 46.8986 H 43.8710 H 41.0588 
L 47.2857 
~ 2 H L 49.4359 H 47.8824 
L 50.5714 
~ 3 L 43.1587 H 42.4063 H 42.1053 
L 42.8462 
~~"4 L L 43.2581 H 41.8333 
L 44.44 
Table 22 show systematic differences between high or low personal relevance in 
each of the four group (Groups 1 to 4) as the means of the high level personal 
relevance are smaller than those of low level. It can therefore be concluded that 
personal relevance may be an important factor in defining the impact of product 
commercial involvement level on Interest Stimulation. 
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D. Involvement is Consumer-Determined & Situational Specific 
It is hypothesized that people with high involvement would seek more 
information and show more interest in high involvement product 
advertisements, including Flat, Computer, and Telecom. However, no 
difference was found between people with high and low involvement in seeking 
information and interest stimulation in the three high involvement treatment 
commercials. This evidences that the difference in product involvement level is 
person-specific. Not all products with high value and durability would 
absolutely evoke high involvement. People perceive product commercials as 
high involvement, not depending upon the cost, but their own personal needs. 
For example, Flat, considered as a high involvement product commercial, may 
not be relevant to the respondents. High involvement product commercials do 
not necessarily evoke interest and information acquisition to people with high 
involvement. Hence, it is suggested that advertisers tailor relevant 
advertisements to serve a variety of goals of different targets. It is worth further 
exploring into personal relevance and level of involvement. 
Findings also reveal no difference between people with high and low 
involvement in information seeking and interest stimulation with regard to the 
two low involvement product commercials, Dailv and Hair products. A 
possible explanation is that Daily and Hair products are necessity to all people. 
Whoever is highly or low involved would not have any difference in those 
goods. 
Interestingly, the statistical findings disclose that only the product commercial 
of Food & Drink evokes significant difference between people with high and 
low involvement. While there is no relationship between other product 
commercials, involvement with product commercial varies with product nature, 
product type, and personal relevance; not only due to personal involvement 
level. 
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The major findings of the present research highlight that involvement is 
consumer-determined. In other words, an individual's concem is an essential 
determination for involvement level. To summarize, the motive of an individual 
leads to the intensity of involvement. To generalize, level of involvement is 
flexible. Involvement is not only situational-speciflc, but person-dependent. 
Under different situations, people with different goals evoke various levels of 
involvement. Individual intensity of involvement varies with personal 
interpretation of the stimuli, individual values, and past experience. 
Involvement is not an one-spot phenomenon, but a continual and dynamic 
process that involves personal cognitive activity and stimulus evocation. It is 
not simply a decoding process within an individual's mind, but an interaction 
between people and stimuli. As perceived by Krugman (1966)，involvement is 
a communication process indeed. An individual initially decodes the advertised 
message. Followed by processing the information, including cognitive 
activities like attention, the individual eventually might have subsequent 
behavioral change, that is to make purchase decision. 
Although the subjects are exposed to the same experimental treatments, 
interpretation of the message varies with individuals. “The dual process of 
receiving and interpreting external stimuli contribute the process of perception，， 
(Lutz, 1981). Simply because consumers are active perceivers, marketers 
should not produce advertisement message available to the market and then 
suppose that all consumers process and interpret it in the same way. 
This study manifests no consistent support for the predicted interaction between 
People Involvement Level and Product Commercial Involvement Level on 
Consumer Information Seeking and Interest Simulation. Central issues include 
(1) Measurement of involvement level, (2) Differentiation of product and 
commercials, and (3) Equivalence of product commercials. 
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E. Measurement of Involvement Level 
It is difficult to develop and devise a commonly recognized measurement of 
involvement level as consumers differs in their levels of involvement within 
specific product class. However, this study reveals that People Involvement 
Level, instead of Product Commercial Involvement Level, does have impact on 
Consumer Information Seeking and Interest Stimulation. It must be criticized 
that people with high personal involvement level unquestionably would show 
more interest, and in the meantime, seek more information than people with low 
involvement. 
However, although People Involvement level correlates highly with the two 
concepts of Information Seeking and Interest Stimulation. These two concept 
are distinctively different. Interest as an antecedent of Information seeking 
leads to media exposure, which evokes more interest. Information seeking is a 
purposeful process in which consumers actively receive and interpret 
information from different sources. 
People may cast doubt upon the similar measurement scales in the Pre-Test 
Questionnaire, aiming to examine people involvement level and Post-Test 
Questionnaire, aiming to investigate consumers information seeking and interest 
stimulation. Suggestive explanation on the possible homogeneous measurement 
was provided through performing Pearson Correlation Coefficient. However, 
results indicate no significant correlation between people involvement and 
consumer involvement with product commercials on Information Seeking (p > 
.05, R = .0631) and Interest Stimulation (jp > .05, R = .0895). 
The index of People Involvement Level is measured by summing up subjects' 
degree of agreement on 12 seven-point Likert scale items in question five of the 
pre-test questionnaire. The index of Information Seeking is measured by 
summing up each of the nine items, as listed in Table 9 (Items 2---Purchase 
desire, 3---Refer to advertisement before purchase, 4---Stimulate me to look for 
more information, 8---Evaluation report, 11---Media exposure, 13---Think of 
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advertisement before purchase, 14---Information exchange, 15---Prepare to buy, 
and 16---Personal need) in three of the high (Telecom, Computer, and Flat) or 
low (Daily, Food & Drink，and Hair Products) involvement product 
commercials. Same procedure was applied to the index ofInterest Stimulation. 
The findings clearly show differences between the pre- and post-test 
questionnaires which actually measured two different perspectives of 
involvement levels (a) people and (b) product commercial. 
F. Differentiation of Product and Commercial 
The question of the differentiation of product and commercial in the present 
study calls for further discussion. When we interpret the message on television 
commercials, we'd find it difficult to separate a product from a commercial. In 
other words, it is possible to mix up those two concepts that we do not know 
whether we focus on the product itself (product use/ functions) or the media text 
(the advertising strategy/presentation style) in the process of message reception. 
Hence, it is important to clearly identify product involvement and advertisement 
involvement. 
G. Equivalence of Product Commercials 
Derived from the main findings from present study, the question of the 
equivalence of the chosen product commercials deserves further investigation. 
The six product commercials employed in the existing study may not be valid 
measures of People Involvement Level. Undergraduates may not find the 
chosen "High Involvement Products" relevant to their life. Likewise, the 
chosen "Low Livolvement Products" may be irrelevant to them. 
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Future studies can be extended to other experimental treatments. Commercials, 
as sensitive instruments, easily evoke people's cognitive thinking towards the 
message. To obtain a wide and comprehensive perspective of consumers 
responses to television advertising, it is worth further examining a more variety 
of product commercials. 
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VL SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
This study examines consumers' levels of involvement as well as their 
information seeking and interest stimulation. The effect of People Involvement 
level on consumers' behavior is worth further investigation in the light of any 
other factors that may influence people's cognitive activities. 
By utilizing the existing research data, further study should select other groups 
of people with different age and social class as subjects. The homogeneity of 
the present sample, undergraduate students whose age around 20's, suggests that 
sampling variation may be small. 
As the present research highlights the comparisons of the six chosen product 
commercials, follow-up studies can also examine any difference between 
personal relevance and advertisement attractiveness in one specialty goods. It is 
preferable to select a specific product brand, and then compare respondents' 
level of advertisement attractiveness and personal relevance on that particular 
product. A more comprehensive analysis could be secured if interviewing 
advertisers with regard to individual-centered (consumer) and stimulus-centered 
^>roduct commercials) involvement. 
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VII. LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
A potential weakness of this study is the representativeness of the sampling. 
Undergraduates as the subjects could not be generalized to the whole 
population. More important, the cost-based level of product involvement may 
be seen as less relevant to their life experience than to the general population. 
It is also argued that culture may be a variable to affect people's involvement 
level and their perceptions on television commercials. The existing study is 
devoid of any cultural context as the established framework on the concept of 
involvement is basically derived from the Westem perspectives. The criterion 
of cost and value may apply to the Westem culture but probably not to the 
Asian or specifically Hong Kong culture as the lifestyle and food culture is 
cultural-specific. To minimize this weakness, it would be better to take out 
those commercials that are not locally produced and employ a more reliable 
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a •書籍 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
b •廣播電台 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
c •雜誌 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
d •電視 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
e •電影 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
卜報紙 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
2 •你會否留意以下各種媒介的廣告所推銷的產品？ 
很少留意 十分留意 
a •街招 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
b •報紙廣告 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
c •電視廣告 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
d •電台廣告 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
e•雜誌廣告 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3 •以下各種媒介的廣告，對你購不購買廣告所推銷的產品有多大影響？ 
(1分代表沒有影響，7分代表有極大影響) ’ 
« » • 
沒有影響 有極大影響 
a •街招 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
b•報紙廣告 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
c.電視廣告 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
d•電台廣告 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
• e.雜誌廣告 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 





a •如果沒有廣告，香港的經濟不會 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 
聽 發 達 。 
b • —般來說’電視廣告都是活撥、 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
有趣、好看。 
c•我平诗很留意電視廣告的內容。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
d •我恨透了在電視節目中途加插 
廣告。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
e•我認爲大部份的電視廣告都很 
無聊。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
f •購買產品前，應該先參考電視 
廣告才不會吃戲。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
g •廣告浪費社會資源。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
h • 一般來說，我淸楚記得電視廣告 
的內容。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
i•我認爲電視廣告其實比新聞提供 
更多有用的訊息。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
j •我會從電視廣告中比較產品的 
特徵。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
k •廣告多半是騙人的。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 •我不相信廣告，因爲它只想要 
我買些我不需要的物品。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
問卷完畢，多謝合作！ -. 
2 
Appendix #2: Post-Test Questionnaire for Subjects 











特徵 z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z z r 
(2)電腦 牌子 
特徵 _ i z z z i z z z z i z z z z z z z z z z z z r 
(3 )樓宇 牌子 









的認識。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
2 •看完這些電訊產品的廣告，提高了我對該電 
訊產品的購買愁。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3 •以後如果要買電訊產品，我會首先參考電視 
廣告。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4 •廣告剌激我再去找尋更多有關該產品的資料。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
5 •我對於這些電訊產品的電視廣告內容有興趣。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
6 •我特別偏愛電訊產品類別中的某個牌子。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
7 •其實廣告只想刺激消費，不値得相信。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
8 •廣告使我想看一看有關電訊產品的報告或評價。1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
9 •我對於電訊產品的電視廣告表現手法很有興趣。1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 0 •我認爲—牌子的電訊產品都沒有分別。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
11•以後如果從其他媒介看到有關電訊產品的 
•，我會加倍留意。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 •電訊產品廣告的內容瑣碎，給人印象不深。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
13•以後在我購買電訊產品前，我會即時想起電視 
廣告中產品的特徵。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 4 •看完這些電訊產品廣告，我會和朋友交換電訊 
產品的資料。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 5 •我準備購買廣告所推薦的牌子。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 6 •電視廣告中所推介的產品十分切合我個人需要。1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
17•電訊產品廣告誇張不實’必須小心。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
2 
(乙）電腦 非常 非常 
不同意 同意 
1 .看完電腦的廣告’力口深了我對這些產品的認識�1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
2 •看完這些電腦的廣告，提高了我對該電腦的購 
買慾。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3 •以後如果要買電腦’我會首先參考電視廣告。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4 •廣告剌激我再去找尋更多有關該產品的資料。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
5 •我對於這些電腦的電視廣告內容有興趣。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
6 •我特別偏愛電腦類別中的某個牌子。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
7 •其實廣告只想刺激消費，不値得相信。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
8 •廣告使我想看一看有關電腦的報告或評價。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
9 •我對於電腦的電視廣告表現手法很有興趣。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 0 •我認爲側牌子的電腦都沒有分別。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
11.以後如果從其他媒介看到有關電腦的資料， 
我會加倍留意。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 •電腦廣告的內容瑣碎，給人印象不深。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 3 •以後在我購買«前，我會即時想起電視 
廣告中產品的特徵。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
14•看完這些電腦廣告，我會和朋友交換電腦 
的資料。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 5 •我準備購買廣告所推薦的牌子。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 6 •電視廣告中所推介的產品十分切合我個人需要。1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 7 •電腦廣告誇張不實，必領小心。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
f 3 





1 •看完樓宇廣告’力口深了我對這些產品的認識。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
2 .看完這些樓宇廣告，提高了我對該樓宇的購 
買愁。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3 •以後如果要買樓宇，我會首先參#«視廣告。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4 •廣告刺激我再去找尋更多有關該產品的資料。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
5 •我對於這些樓宇的電視廣告內容有興趣。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
6 •我特別偏愛某個建築商所興建的樓宇。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
7 •其實廣告只想刺激消費，不値得相信。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
8 •廣告使我想看一看有關該樓宇的報告或評價。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
9 .我對於樓宇的電視廣告表現手法很有興趣。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
10 •我認爲任何建築商的樓宇都沒有分別。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
11•以後如果從其他媒介看到有關樓宇的 
資料’我會加倍留意。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 •樓宇廣告的內容瑣碎’給人印象不深。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 3 •以後在我購買樓宇前，我會即時想起電視 
廣告中產品的特徵。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 4 •看完這些樓宇廣告’我會和朋友交換樓宇 
的 颜 。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 5 •我準備購買廣告所推薦的樓宇。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 6 •電視廣告中所推介的產品十分切合我個人需要。1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 7 •樓宇廣告誇張不實’必須小心° 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4 
第三部份 
1 • 一般來說，電視廣告所宣傳的這些產品，對你有沒有切身關係？請以1至7分來評 
估切身的程度，1分代表很少切身關係，7分代表很大切身關係。 
產品 很少 很大 
切身關係 切身關係 
a •飮品 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
b •航空公司 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
c •手提電話 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
d •旅遊 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
e • m m m i 2 3 4 5 e 7 
f •洗衣機 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
g •電腦 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
h •食肆 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
i •肥自 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
j •洗衣粉 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
k •牙膏 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 •成藥 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
m ‘樓宇 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
n •手錶 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
0 •政府宣傳短片 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
p•珠寶首飾 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
q•消閒地方 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
r •衣服 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
s •護髮 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
t •食物 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
5 
2 • 一般來說，下面這些產品的電視廣告對你有多大的吸引力？請以1至7分來評估吸 
引力的程度，1分代表很少吸弓丨力’ 7分代表很大吸弓丨力。 
廣告 很少 很大 
吸引力 吸引力 
a •飮品 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
b•航空公司 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
c•手提電話 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
d •旅遊 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
e • 翻 機 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
f•洗衣機 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
g •電腦 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
h •食肆 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
i •肥島 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
j -洗衣粉 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
k •牙膏 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 •成藥 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
m •樓宇 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
n •手錶 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
0 •政府宣傳短片 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
P •珠寶首飾 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
q •消閒地方 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
r •衣服 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
s •護髮 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
t •食物 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
一 一問卷完，謝謝斑的合作！—— 
6 
Appendix #3: Post-Test Questionnaire for Subjects 











特徵 m^mm^ nnzzzzzzzzzzzzzr 
( 2 ) 頭 髮 護 理 產 品 牌 子 
特徵 “ 







( 甲 ） 曰 用 品 
非常 声^常 
‘ 不同意 同意 
1 •看完日用品的廣告，加深了我對這些產品的 
認識。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
2 .看完這些日用品的廣告，提高了我對這些日用 
品的購買愁》 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3 •以後如果要買該項產品，我會首先參考電視 
廣告。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4 .廣告剌激我再去找尋更多有關該產品的資料。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
5.我對於這些日用品的電視廣告內容有興趣。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
6.我特別偏愛日用品類別中的某個牌子。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
7.其實廣告只想剌激消費，不値得相信。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
8 *廣告使我想看一看有關日用品的報告或評價。 1 2 3 4 5 6' 7 
9.我對於日用品的電視廣告表現手法很有興趣。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 0 •'我認爲«{可牌子的日用品的產品特徵都沒有 
分別。 - • 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
11.以後如果從其他媒介看到有關這些日用品的 
資料，我會加倍留意。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
12.這些日用品廣告的內容瑣碎，給人印象不深。1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 3 .以後在我購買這些曰用品前，我會即時想起電視 
廣告中產品的特徵。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 4 •看完這些日用品廣告，我會和朋友交換產品的 
資料。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 5 •我準備購買廣告所推薦的牌子。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
16/電視廣告中所推介的產品十分切合我個人需要。1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 7 •曰用品廣告誇張不實，必須小心。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
• • ‘ 
2 . . • • ..+• . , •- • , • . . • • .• ,r '•-• , -. • . . •- ., . ： . ‘ •. .,. . . . • , •  “ , :• , . .- . .‘.,.:... . . • • .- . .. . V- . . ,.+. • 
, • • .., _• -• ‘ •• . • '• , • -• . • ••• • ‘ , • . . - • ^ • , • , • • • • . • . •• - . - , • - • - • .'. -. .. • ,• . ：••• ... ’ . • • • ‘ •-、•： .： ，.'•-.-• • • . • ..:, •‘ - . • .‘ . . • -. . - . .- ‘ . •  • . . . . ,.., -‘• . • • • . 、 • , - • •  •  . .  . • - . • , ： - . • . ‘ ‘ ....•• j - - ... • - : • • • - .. ；   .. :; . • . ..  . • •. ‘.• . •. ‘ . ‘ •  • . • • • . .. , . • •  •  , 





產品的認識。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
2 •看完這些頭髮護理產品的廣告，提高了我對該 ‘ 
產品的購買愁。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3 .以後如果要買頭髮護理產品，我會首先參考電 
視廣告。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4 •廣告剌激我再去找尋更多有關該產品的資料。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
5 •我對於這些頭髮護理產品的電視廣告內容有興趣。1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
6 •我特別偏愛頭髮護理產品類別中的某個牌子。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
7 •其實廣告只想刺激消費，不値得相信。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
8•廣告使我想看一看有關頭髮護理產品的報告或 
評價 ° 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
9.我對於頭髮護理產品的電視廣告表現手法很有 
興趣。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 0 •我認爲^{可牌子的頭髮護理產品都沒有分別。1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
11•以後如果從其他媒介看到有關頭髮護理產品 
的資料，我會加倍留意。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 •頭髮護理產品廣告的內容瑣碎，給人印象不深。1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 3 •以後在我購買頭髮護理產品前，我會即時想起 
電視廣告中產品的特徵。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 4 •看完這些頭髮護理產品廣告，我會和朋友交換 
頭髮護理產品的資料。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 5 •我準備購買廣告所推薦的牌子。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
16 •電視廣告中所推介的產品十分切合我個人需要。1 2 3 4 5 6 7 






認識。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
2 •看完這些飮品和食品廣告，提高了我對該產品的 
購買愁。 1 2 3 4 5 6- 7 
3 .以後如果要買飮品和食品，我會首先參考電視 
廣告。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4 •廣告剌激我再去找尋更多有關該產品的資料。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
5 .我對於這些飮品和食品的電視廣告內容有興趣。1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
6 •我特別偏愛飮品和食品中的某個牌子。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
7 .其實廣告只想剌激消費，不値得相信。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
8•廣告使我想看一看有關該飮品和食品的報告或 
評價。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
9.我對於飮品和食品的電視廣告表現手法很有 
興趣 ° 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 0 •我認爲^{可牌子的飮品和食品都沒有分別。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
11.以後如果從其他媒介看到這些飮品和食品的 
資料，我會加倍留意。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 .飮品和食品廣告的內容瑣碎，給人印象不深。1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 3 .以後在我購買飮品和食品前，我會即時想起電視 
廣告中產品的特徵。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 4 .看完這些飮品和食品廣告，我會和朋友交換 
飮品和食品的資料。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
15 .我準備購買廣告所推薦的牌子。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 6 .電視廣告中所推介的產品十分切合我個人需要。1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 7 •飮品和食品廣告誇張不實，必須小心。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4 
第三部份 




a •飲品 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
b •航空公司 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
c •手提電話 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
d •旅遊 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
e •電視機 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
f •洗衣機 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
g •電腦 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
h •食肆 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
i •肥自 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
j -洗衣粉 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
k •牙膏 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 •成藥 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
m •樓宇 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
n •手錶 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
0 .政府宣傳短片 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
P •珠寶首飾 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
q •消閒地方 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
r •衣服 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
s •護髮 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
t •食物 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
5 
2 • 一般來說，下面這些產品的電視廣告對你有多大的吸弓丨力？請以1至7分來評估吸 
引力的程度，1分代表很少吸引力，7分代表很大吸引力。 
M^ 很少 很大 
吸引力 吸引力 
a •飮品 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
b•航空公司 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
c•手提電話 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
d •旅遊 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
e•電視機 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
f•洗衣機 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
S •電腦 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
h •食肆 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
i •肥自 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
j -洗衣粉 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
k •牙膏 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 •成藥 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
m •樓宇 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
n •手錶 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
0 •政府宣傳短片 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
P •珠寶首飾 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
q.消閒地方 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
r •衣服 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
s •護髮 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
t •食物 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
一 一問卷完，謝謝您的合作丨一一 
6 
Appendix #4: Pre-Test Questionnaire of 










3 :書籍 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
b•廣播電台 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
c •雜誌 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
(1.電視 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
e •電影 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 




a •街招 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
b •報紙廣告 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
。•電視廣告 1 2’ 3 4 5 6 7 
d •電台廣告 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
e •雜誌廣告 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 





( )—小時 • 
( )兩小時 






• a • 一般來說，我覺得電視廣告的內 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
容很有趣。 
b •我通常會留意電視廣告的內容。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
c • 一般來說，我認爲電視廣告內 
容對我決定買甚麼東西十分有 
幫助 ° 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
d .我認爲在電視節目中途加插電 
視廣告很令人煩厭。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
e •我認爲大部份的電視廣告都很 
沉悶。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
f •在我購買產品前，我會先參考 
電視廣告。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
g•廣告其實是浪費社會資源。 1 2 3 4 5 6 Y 
h • 一般來說，我能夠淸楚地記得 、 
電視廣告的內容。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
i •我認爲電視廣告比新聞提供更 
多訊息。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
j •我會從電視廣告中比較產品的 
特徵和價錢。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ' 
k •廣告多半是誤導人的。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 •我不相信廣告，因爲它的目的 
在於誘導我買些不需要的物品。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
問卷完畢，多謝合作！ 
2 
Appendix #5: Post-Test Questionnaire of the Pilot 
Study for Subjects Viewing 
























2 •剛剛看過的廣告，那三個印象最深刻？爲甚麼？ • 
廣告 理由 
( 1 ) 
( 2 ) 




廣 告 ⑴ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
廣告（2) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
廣告（3) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
第二部份 請在合適的格內塡上/號 
1.你剛剛看過的噴墨打印機電視廣告是甚麼牌子？ 
( ) I BM 
( ) H P 
( ) A C E R 
( ) E P S O N 
( ) N O V E L L 
2 .你剛才看的電視廣告有多少個是關於樓宇的？ 
( ) 一 個 
( ) 二 個 
( ) 三個 
( ) 四個 




( )國泰(Cathay Padfic) 
( )維珍 CVirgin Airlines) 









1 •看完這個廣告，我很想知道產品的價錢。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
2 •我準備購買廣告所推薦的牌子。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3 •我以後如果要買這個產品，我會首先參考 
電視廣告。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4 •廣告剌激我再去找尋更多有關該產品的資料。1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
5 •我對於該產品的製作過程有興趣。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
6 .廣告使我想看一看有關該產品的消費者報告。1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
7 •其實我認爲哪個牌子的產品特徵都差不多。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
8•以後如果從其他途徑/媒介看到有關該產品的 
資料，我會稍加留意。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
9 •以後在我購買該產品前，我會即時想起電視廣告 
中產品的特徵。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 0 •看完這個廣告，我會和朋友交換這項產品資 
料。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
(乙）電腦 非常 非常 
不同意 同意 
1 •看完這個廣告，我很想知道產品的價錢。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
2 •我準備購買廣告所推薦的牌子。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3 .我以後如果要買這個產品，我會首先參考 
電視廣告。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4 .廣告刺激我再去找尋更多有關該產品的資料�1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
5 •我對於該產品的製作過程有興趣。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
6 •廣告使我想看一看有關該產品的消費者報告。1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
7 •其實我認爲哪個牌子的產品特徵都差不多。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
8•以後如果從其他途徑/媒介看到有關該產品的 
資料’我會稍加留意。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
9 •以後在我購買該產品前’我會即時想起電視廣告 
中產品的特徵。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 0 •看完這個廣告，我會和朋友交換這項產品資 




. 不同意 同意 
1 •看完這個廣告，我很想知道產品的價錢。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
2 •我準備購買廣告所推薦的牌子。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3 •我以後如果要買這個產品，我會首先參考 
電視廣告。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4 .廣告剌激我再去找尋更多有關該產品的資料。1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
5 •我對於該產品的製作過程有興趣。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
6 .廣㈣我想看一看有關該產品的消費者報告。1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
7 .其實我認爲哪個牌子的產品特徵都差不多。 -1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
8.以後如果從其他途徑/媒介看到有關該產品的 
資料，我會稍加留意。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
9 .以後在我購買該產品前，我會即時想起電視廣告 
中產品的特徵。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 0 •看完這個廣告’我會和朋友交換這項產品資 
料。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
( T )電訳產品 
非常 非常 
不同意 同意 
1 .看完這個廣告，我很想知道產品的價錢。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
2 •我準備購買廣告所推薦的牌子。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3 •我以後如果要買這個產品，我會首先參考 
電視廣告。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4 •廣告剌激我再去找尋更多有關該產品的資料。1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
5 •我對於該產品的製作過程有興趣。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
6 •廣告使我想看一看有關該產品的消費者報告。1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
7 .其實我認爲哪個牌子的產品特徵都差不多。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
8•以後如果從其他途徑/媒介看到有關該產品的 
資料，我會稍加留意。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
9 .以後在我購買該產品前，我會即時想起電視廣告 
中產品的特徵。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 0 .看完這個廣告，我會和朋友交換這項產品資 






® t 很少 很大 
吸引力 吸引力 
a •飮品 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
b •航空公司 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
c •手提電話 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
d •旅遊 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
e•電視機 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
f •洗衣機 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
g •電腦 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
h •食肆 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
i ‘肥 ® 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
j•洗衣粉 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
k •牙膏 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 •成藥 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
m •樓宇 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
n •手錶 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
0 •政府宣傳短片 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
P •珠寶首飾 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
q •消閒地方 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
r •衣服 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
s •護髮 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
t •食物 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
問卷完畢，多謝合作！ 
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Appendix #6: Post-Test Questionnaire of the Pilot 
Study for Subjects Viewing 
Low Involvement Product Commercials 
1 










( 1 )食品 牌子 
特徵 
吸引人的特點 
(2 )飮品 牌子 ^ 
特徵 
吸引人的特點 










( 1 ) - — — 
( 2 ) -
( 3 ) 
3 •你看了這三個廣告後，會不會想去買廣告所推銷的產品，請以1至7分來評估你的 
希望程度’ 1代表完全不想’ 7分代表很想。（請把答案圈出） 
完全不想 很想 
廣 告 ⑴ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
廣告（2) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
廣告（3) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
第二部份 請在合適的格內塡上/號 
1 •你剛剛看過的電芯廣告是甚麼牌子？ 
( ) I BM 
( ) H P 
( ) A C E R 
( ) E P S O N 
( ) N O V E L L 
2 •咖啡電視廣告的拍攝背景是甚麼？ 
( ) 戶 外 
( ) 辦公室 _ 
( ) 客廳 
( ) 飯廳 
( ) 學校 
3 •你剛才看的電視廣告有多少個是推銷淸潔及護理頭髮產品的？ 
( ) 一 個 
( ) 二 個 
( ) 三個 
< ) 四個 








1 •看完這個廣告，我很想知道產品的價錢。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
2 •我準備購買廣告所推薦的牌子。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3 •我以後如果要買這個產品’我會首先參考 
電視廣告。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4 •廣告剌激我再去找尋更多有關該產品的資料。1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
5 •我對於該產品的製作過程有興趣。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
6 •廣告使我想看一看有關該產品的消費者報告。1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
7 •其實我認爲哪個牌子的產品特徵都差不多。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
8.以後如果從其他途徑/媒介看到有關該產品的 
資料，我會稍加留意。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
9 •以後在我購買該產品前，我會即時想起電視廣告 
中產品的特徵。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 0 •看完這個廣告，我會和朋友交換這項產品資 
料。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
(乙）飮品 非常 非常 
不同意 同意 
1 •看完這個廣告，我很想知道產品的價錢。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
2 •我準備購買廣告所推薦的牌子。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3.我以後如果要買這個產品，我會首先參考 
醒廣告。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4 •廣告剌激我再去找尋更多有關該產品的資料。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
5 •我對於該產品的製作過程有興趣。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
6 •廣—我想看一看有關該產品的消費者報告。1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
7 •其實我認爲哪個牌子的產品特徵都差不多。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
8.以後如果從其他途徑/媒介看到有關該產品的 
資料，我會_口留意。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
9 •以後在我購買該產品前’我會即時想起電視廣告 
中產品的特徵。 1 2 3 . 4 5 6 7 
1 0 .看完這個廣告，赫和朋友交換這項產品資 





1 •看完這個廣告，我很想知道產品的價錢。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
2 •我準備購買廣告所推薦的牌子。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3•我以後如果要買這個產品，我會首先參考 
電視廣告。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4 •廣告刺激我再去找尋更多有關該產品的資料。1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
5 •我對於該產品的製作過程有興趣。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
6 •廣告使我想看一看有關該產品的消費者報告。1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
7 •其實我認爲哪個牌子的產品特徵都差不多。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
8•以後如果從其他途徑/媒介看到有關該產品的 
資料，我會稍加留意。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
9 •以後在我購買該產品前，我會即時想起電視廣告 
中產品的特徵。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 0 .看完這個廣告，我會和朋友交換這項產品資 




1 •看完這個廣告，我很想知道產品的價錢。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
2 •我準備購買廣告所推薦的牌子。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3•我以後如果要買這個產品，我會首先參考 
電視廣告° 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4 •廣告剌激我再去找尋更多有關該產品的資料0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
5 •我對於該產品的製作過程有興趣。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
_ 6 •廣告使我想看一看有關該產品的消費者報告。1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
7 •其實我認爲哪個牌子的產品特徵都差不多。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
8•以後如果從其他途徑/媒介看到有關該產品的 
資料’我會稍加留意。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
9 •以後在我購買該產品前’我會即時想起電視廣告 
中產品的特徵。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 0 •看完這個廣告’我會和朋友交換這項產品資 
料。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
• 
4 




廣告 很少 很大 
— 吸引力 吸引力 
a •飮品 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
b•航空公司 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
c •手提電話 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
d •旅遊 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
e •電視機 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
f •洗衣機 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
g •電腦 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
h •食肆 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
i .肥岂 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
j •洗衣粉 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
； k •牙膏 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 •成藥 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
m .樓宇 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
n .手錶 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
！ 0 •政府宣傳短片 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
： p •珠寶首飾 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
I q •消閒地方 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
t r •衣服 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
】 s •護髮 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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